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Ice is
ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

>dels,

T.L. Evans & Co. SATURDAY’S SNOW STORM
DID NOT GREATLY INTERFERE
Biddeford Me.
WITH LOCAL EASTER SERVICES
Special
DEPARTMENT STORE
245-247-25) Main St

ier, suits
ted, cutEvery

:s which

Weekly Bargain
Sale

In spite Of the Saturday’s severe
snow storm the scheduled Easter servi
ces were held Sunday in all the churche's
but with decreased attendances es
pecially in the morning when sidewalks
FOR THREE DAYS
were not Ijroken out in all ..sections.'
The warm ground underneath and sun
above melted the snow rapidly how
ever in the middle of the day and after
noon and evening attendances were
large and well up to the normal for the
LADIES’ UNION SUITS.
Light weight, short sleeves and day.
Elaborate programs and concerts
sleeveless, low, neck, lace trim
med and plain. Our regular 50c were successfully given and words of
commendation generally expressed as
value. For this sale.39c
to the success attained in each case.
HAND BAGS
Artistic and appropriate decorations
50c value
39c appeared in each church.

Friday, Saturday
and Monday

$1.00 value
50c
GINGHAM PETTICOATS
'Extra va'lue at
25c
Burrill’s 25c Tooth-Powder 19c
$i Imported Water Sets
75c
$1 China.Berry and* Salad
Sets
75c
$1.1,0 Japanese^iChint' Nut
Sets
75$
$i,25-Cblontal Glass Berry
a

ick and

50c

Sets

V
)8, $5.00

2$> S2.98
w

A $3-98

:h
25, S2.98

75c dolonial Glass 2 quart
Pitcher
25c
25c Bicycle Playing Cards 19c
25c can Crockery Cement x 10c
50c Rubber Gloves, pair
25c
25c 3-bottl^, silver plated
Castor Set
10c
$1.25 Copper Tea Kettle
nickle-plated, in 8 size $1,00
$3 Aluminum Tea Kettle $2,19
1 lot of Rogers silver-plated
ware, discontinued pattern, in
this lot are Table Spoons, Table
Forks, Butter Spreaders, Cheese
Scoops, Cold _Meat Forks and
Berry Spoons. 25c, 35cand >5oc
values to be sold out. at ; 10c
Table Oil , Cloth Remnants
per yard ■"
15c
65c 14-tooth Steel Rake
50c
Genuine Wizard Oil Mop
for oiling floors
50c
'LANTERNS
$ 1 new style Rayo
69c
85c Cold Blast
49c

T. L. Evans &Co.

METHODIST
At the M. E. Church in the afternoon
the hew organ was dedicated and Dist.
Supt. D. B. Holt, preached the sermon
taking his text from the 95th Psalm
“Come let us worship and bow down,
let us kneel before the Lord our
maker,’’ his topic being “The, place of
Music in the worship of God.”
The speaker outlined the methods of
worship from early times touching upon
the use of music in the heathen worship
of idols and its adoption by the early
Christians. In the early days of the
Christian church much formality was
attendant upon worship, this formality
being abridged in the reformation
period when the Episcopal churchJaroke
from the Roman branch further abridg
ment taking place in the times of Martin
Luther and the formation of the Puritan
and Pilgrim societies from which
sprang our- New England churches.
Music however has had a large place in
each form and the -praises of God are
sang and voiced with Various musical

instruments in all churches at the pres
ent time.
The speaker’s conception of his theme
was lucid and interesting and was'
listened to with attention and interest.
An excellent musical' feature Which
was much appreciated was the vocal
solo by Miss Laura Long, of Bridgton,
“The* Holy City.” The Sunday School
Concert was given ins the evening "and
showed painstaking wurk on the part
of those who had it in charge the vari
ous parts being all exceptionally well
taken.
The exercise “Easter Lillies” by
members of the cradle roll was a novel
and pleasing feature. Eight little ones
in large flower pots represented Easter
lillies while three girls, Annie Authier,
Frances Burleigh and Helen Johnson
stood behind them and sang a song.
The little ones ' participating were:
Margaret and Gertrude Hatch, Carrie
Johnson. Elliot Hill, Florence Louis,
Margaret and Virginia Parlin.
The program was as follows:—
Opening Anthem
Choir
Scripture Reading
O. E. Curtis
Prayer
Pastor
Song “The Light of Easter”
School
Recitation “What Easter Means”
Frances Burleigh
Recitation
Helen Young
Song “A Fair Tulip”
Grace Louis
Exercise “Easter Lillies”
Cradle Roll Babies
Song “Easter Morning”
Mrs. Harrington’s Class
“Welcome to Spring” Arlene Moulton
“I Am Glad It’s Easter Morning”
Elliot Hili
Song “Easter Day”
- Intermediate Glasses
“An Easter Welcome” Evelyn Gowen
.Exercise “Christ is Risen”
Miss Roberts*. Class
Duett
Mildred Clark, Grace Koiloch
(Continued on Last Page)

APRIL FOOL DANCE

Select Party at Opera House
Thursday Evening
A very successful invitation dancing
party was held at Mousam Opera House
last Thursday with the following local
matrons as patronesses:—Mrs. North
M. West, Mrs. Paul I. Andrews, Mrs.
L. H. McCray, Mrs. D. M. Small and
Mrs Ralph Andrews.
The hall was tastefully decorated,
cherry blossoms, pussy .willows, hem
lock branches and Easter lillies being
used in many ways to produce appro
priate and telling effects. Pink and
white streamers were also hung from
the chandelier to the stage, balcony and
windows. On each window appeared a
paper cage with a painted parrot there
on.
The grand march which was partici
pated in by about 35 couples was led by
Mr. and Mrs. North M. West.
Music for the evening was furnished
by Miss Moreau’s orchestra of Portland
which included Leroy Nason, a local
clarinetist.
In the. favor dance, “Paul Jones/’
the ladies were presented dainty violet
colored baskets which contained tihy
chicks and multi-colored. Easter eggs
and the gentlemen with April fool caps
by Mrs. McCray and Mrs. West.
A dainty refreshment booth had been
fitted up from which refreshments of
ice cream and fancy crackers were ser
ved,
A feature of the evening was a violin
solo by Mr. Fisher,

Severe April Storm in 1887
On the Saturday twenty-eight years
ago which corresponded with last Satur
day Kennebunk experienced one of the
heaviest snow storms known in. years.
Sunday morning roads were impassible
and practically every- able bodied man
and all available teams were pressed
into service breaking out the roads.

KENNEBUNK

FRUIT MARKET
OPENS

le
e,
50c
:k,

Í1.50

New Idea
Hats I

50c

:k
35c
m,

*’

iix
fx $1.50

Clever, Original designs for the
woman -who loves’ new styles
in millinery

Fruits at Wholesale and Retail
Fresh Vegetables in their Seasons

Line of Samoset Confectionery, Cigars and Tobacco
CHILDREN’S
HATS
A SPECIALTY

Miss A. Morrill

ford

Saturday, April 10,1915

Main Street

BIDDEFORD

-

IMPORTED GROCERIES

Strictly Pure Olive Oil, all kinds of Cheese
Sardines, Mushrooms, Macaroni [10 varieties] etc., etc.

MAINE

SODA AND ICE CREAM SERVED
feel, Mí.

it your abiliring all they
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M. E. Church Notes
“A Good Pastor and-a Prosperous
Church—The Seonet,” ' will be’the"sub
ject of the pastor’s sermon, next Sun
day afternoon. The evening meeting
will be social.
" The E. L. meeting on Monday even
ing _ was largely attended. Miss Ger
trude Young led the devotional meet-,
ing.
The monthly business meeting of the
E. L. will be held next Monday evening.
The Official Board will hold a business
meeting at 8.30 next Friday evening at
the church vestry.

Formerly the N. L. Thompson store

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

TOWN TO HAVE
A JITNEY BUS
THIS SUMMER

ALEWIVE LETTER

A Few Thoughts After Fifty
Years Internal Peace

Alewive, Me., April 6, 1915.
Dear Enterprise:—
It will be fifty-years this coming Fri
day since General Leg’s sword was pre
The April meeting of the Board of sented to General Grant at Appomattox
Trade was held at the town hall Mon Courthouse and four years of inter
day evening with President Fairfield necine strife between kindred factions
brought to a close.
X
presiding. .
The
American
Civil
war
is
unique
in
The secretary read his report of the
last meeting and reports of the Board the annals of history. Its effects have
of Managers sessions were presented been far-reaching and magnificent and
after 50 years of peace a kindlier feel
and accepted. '
ing prevails between the one-time ene
Chairman Richardson of the tele mies than at any time either before or
phone committee being, absent P. Raino since the struggle. of the committee told part of the
Much has been Said and written on
accomplishments of the last month.
The committee has been working to se the subject and there seems to be noth
cure free service between the village ing more to say but we can all express
and Beach for some time but have met again our gratitude to the heroes who
with several obstacles. The people at brought the war to such a successful
the Beach had the option of being con ending and clasp hands across the years
nected with either the village or Port with the gfray clad héroes of a lost
exchanges at the time service was in cause—lost riot from lack of enthusias
stalled there-and elected to“ put their tic support or noble sacrifices but be
calllTthrough the Port. The committee cause Almighty God upon whom falls
has found, however, that by paying $6 the dutÿ of rendering the decision in
more a. year, those on 2-party and pri otherwise evenly contested battles in
vate lines may have the privileges of His great wisdom decreed that victory
should fall to the lot of the charñpions
both exchanges. As it is Customary
for many merchants to allow charges of a dispised and .mistreated race.
It was not a struggle tor commercial
on calls when ordering goods to be
reversed to themselves this means supremacy. Racial characteristics of
practically the. accomplishment of. the the .combatants played no part in the
assigned task of the committee. Mr. circumstances leading up to the firing
Raino in reporting for the committee of the first gun at Fort Sumter. It was
which represented the Board at the a question as to whether or not North
Court house hearing in Augusta stated ern iconoclasts could influencé, the.. tra
that $37.50 had been handed him by the dition-loving Southerners to break pre
collectors of which sum $28.39 had been cedents and liberate the slaves handed
paid.out, W. E. Warren added $11 to down to them through generations. It
this amount and it is understood there is only natural to assume that a great
is some money in the hands of other war was necessary.
collectors. There are other bills that When pausing to sum up the^costs it
have not been paid and the report was seems unjustifiable that so <much should
have been sacrificed but-looking farther
accepted as a partial report.
President Fairfield thought that the ahead—to the present time and into the
railroad fares to the Port were a trifle abyss of coming years the methods used
excessive but H. C. Hume thought that must be acquitted of blame for other
when the jitney bus service was started wise evil results.
the road might find it expedient to The. Ñorth, settled by Godfearing,
make .a reduction and the matter was peaceful Pilgrims and Puritans was
necessarily bridged by the Mason and
not discussed further.
Almon J. Smith, treasurer of the for Dixon line from the Southern descend
ants of blue blooded cavaliers and aristo
mer Board of Trade about 14 years ago,
stated that when the organization was crats, All were protected by one flag
and are tódscy but the bond of sympa-'
disbanded he thought that his books
thy between«the two was weak in many
balanced and no funds were in his
hands, but that on looking over his places.
Years of commercial prosperity
books Monday morning preparatory to
cemented
many
friendships---the
their destruction he found that he had
natural unanimity of likes and needs
in his possession $6.37 which belonged to
came gradually .together but otir tra
the old board. He handed over the
dition-loving brothers refused no fol
money that afternoon to Treasurer
low our course in the North and liberate*
Raino his action being much apprecia
their black-skinned slaves. Diplomacy
ted by both the treasurer and the
played its full part in the^.matter and
Board.
the time of reckoning came - in the
President Fairfield said that Walter period from 1861 to 1865. Brother lined
L. Dane had conferred .with him relative up against brother and son against
to a proposition by the Parsons heirs to father and for four long years the bitter
donate to the town the lot on Storer struggle continued with varying success
street between .the residences. of C. H. to the contenders.
.
Brown and ,;Paul Andrews containing The tradition “When Greek -meets
the Lafayette elm, for a perpetual park Greek then comes the tug-of-war” was
if acceptable and the proper care would verified and einphasized. . American
be given it. This is purely a matter for against American continued longer
the town to act upon but it was deemed would eventually haVe .been extermi
wise to bring the matter to the Board’s nation for all. But a hand as if from
attention in order that proper steps Heaven finally guided , the Stars and
might be taken preliminary, to any Stripes to victory and under those
action by the town. A breathing spot starry folds northerner, southerner and
near the centre of business activities negro now dwell in peace. and pros
though not a crying need is desirable perity. The march ’ of progress . con
and with the lot converted into a1 real tinues and under kindly stars the United
I park with seats, etc., "a resting place States of \ America year by year ap
and beauty spot could be readily -reached proaches the consummation of its des
by tired shoppers and business men.
tiny.
The -president briefly outlined the After 50 years it is fitting that we
many benevolences of the Parsons celebrate the war’s close but we can
family and motion by A. J. Smith that not do it without shedding a tear in
the Secretary and Treasurer. in concert memory”of the martyred soldiers and
frame a note of good will and appre President who were denied the playing
ciation for forwarding to Mrs. Dwight Of a.ny partin the reconstruction of the
and. Harry Parsons was unanimously country they saved.
adopted.
Yours truly, /
Edward Blanchard, town hall agent,
John C. Calhoun Brown.
upon whom solely the matter of renting
and using the hall falls had previous to
the meeting informed officials that The total. tax • assessed against the
hereafter he would feel under, the electric railways of the state is $59,082.necessity of charging $2 rental per 20. The • heaviest tax is; assessed
night for the hall when used by the against the Cumberland County Power
Board, Mr. Blanchard stating that fuel & LightCo.,$33,735.68 with the Atlantic
used and labor attendant, upon opening Shore Railway fourth in the list with a
(Continued on Page 2)
tax of $3,441.18.

A handsome souvenir will be given to each one who attends this opening
1865 -----

S. M. PARILLO
Telephone 28-4
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Goods Delivered Free and Prices Reasonable

Maine

FIFTY YEARS OLD-------- —1915
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What is the Best Form of Policy?
WRITE FOR LEAFLET"

1865

-LOWEST MORTALITY
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■

1915

FREEMAN M. GRANT, General Agent for Maine
HARRY T. STIMSON, Special Agent
702 Fidelity Building
Tel. 1501
PORTLAND, MAINE

Me.

iwh

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME,
CLEAN and FULL OF LIFE
The Sunday School of the Methodist
Board of Trade.
church gave a much commended Easter
Easter concert op Suriday evening. The
STERLING ; QUALITY’
DEVOTED TO THE GENERAL
LContinued from First Page.]
A (large number of people went to choir sang à riüriiber of appropriate se
INTERESTS OF YORK COUNTY.
Kennebunk on Friday evening to enjoy lections. Solos w ere rendered by Miss the hall was too large an item to longer
the recital on the the new organ of the Edna Clough, Miss Hazel Clough, Miss continue on the free list. On motion
Issued every Wednesday by
Methodist church. They were all de Edith Baker, Helen Clough, Arlinez of U-. A. Caine the matter was put into
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD.
lighted with the instrument and appre Carter and Lizzie Goodwin. Duets were the hands of the Board of Managers for
Editor and. Publisher
ciated the program presented on the sung by Elizabeah Day and Esther adjustment and efforts will be made to
Printed at The Enterprise Press
Baker, Edna Clough and Beatrice modify‘Mr. Blanchard’s demands or se
occasion.
Office
Send for 1915 Catalogue
Clough, Lizzie and Helen Clough and cure a new meeting place.
The play presented by the Senior class Edith Baker and Beatrice Clough.
Kennebunk, Maine.
The matter of appointing an educa
of the high school at the Farmer’s Club Morris Dav, .Herbert Tufts and Thomas tion committee which has been requested
One Year, in Advance ....$1.00 hall, last Wednesday evening drew a Baker sang together. Récitations were and also a committee on resolutions was
Three Months, . . . . ..................... 25 large attendance and the participants given by Helen Maxwell, Mary Good brought up and the Board of Managers
won much praise for their interpreta
Mei. S ^change st.
Single Copies, 8, Cents.
will take action thereon at a future Portland,
—------ =------ --------- 54 Market St.
tion of the parts assigned them. There win, Morris Day, Freda Frost, • Edward meeting.
Advertising Rates made known on
Baker,
Thomas
Baker,"
Frances"
Goodis considerable talk of repeating the
Mr. Raino in reporting for the com
: application.
-i .
performance at Pinkham’s hall, Cape Win Frankie Morgan, Adelbert Durren, mittee which had the matter of secur-,
Clifton
Goodwin,
Helen
Clough,
Thés,
Correspondence is desired trom any Porpoiàe,- on Friday evening of this
Tufts, Arlirie Carter, Lizzie Clough, ing if possible someone to ,operate a bus
Interested parties, relative to town week.
Lizzie
Goodwin, Kenneth Goodwin, line between the village, Beach and
and county matters.
It is planned to administer the rite of Alice Morse? Mary Heckman, Dorothy Port this summer stated that' efforts to
VETERINARY SURGEON
secure inauguration of such service by
A first-class printing plant in con baptism to a number of candidates and Maxwell. Several attractive exercises
and PHYSICIAN
local'crit owners had been • unsuccessful
nection. All work done promptly to Receive a class into full membership were also on the. program? The atbut
that
business
men,
independently
:of
Graduate of U. of Penn. State
in the Methodist church next Sunday tendance was very-i good.
?
and in up-to-date style.
the Board, had practically closed a.deal
afternoon, at 2 o’clock.
Special music
Veterinary Deputy.
whereby a bus line would be run by a
will be provided by the chorus of young
Phone
106
SANFORD, ME
Mr. Morrell with two large cars.
WILDES DISTRICT
' . ;
ENTERPRISE on Sale at people.
deSince
Mr.
Morrell
had
stated
his
Easter was" obs^ved’by the Union
Frank Wildes suffered from_ a sevère
the following places: attack
termination to enter the field local peo258 Maia Street
of acute indigestion last Tuesday Sunday School of Wildes District at the
pie had thought favorably of the
Kennebunk.
night. He was able to be out doors on Willing Worker’s Building by the use of
proposition and might enter in corifpethe following exercises
most complete line ever shown
E. A. Bodge, Brown’s.News Stand. Thursday, but had a recurrence of the Scripture Exercise* - - By the School tition. The meeting adjourned at 8:45.
attack later and has since been confined
Those present were:—E. A; FairSinging, No, Not One.
West Kennebunk—E. C. Webber to the house.
LICENSED EMBALMER
• paper hangings and decorations
Lord’s Prayer.
.
'
field. F. H. Barrett, P. Raino, A. ;J.
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller.
Sliding sashes are being placed in the Concert recitatiori frbrii John 10.
Smith, U, A. Caine, H. C. Hume, L.- and Furnishing Undertaker
10,000 rolls newest designs just
Singing.
display windows of the Atkins Shop Scripture Exercises,
Cape Porpoisri—Helen F. Ward.
By the School J. Carleton, Fred Littlefield, W. E.
storé.
Gertrude Wildes Warren, E. L. Lahar, Frank Rutter,
Piano Solo,
received. All prices from $c up
Wells—Harley Moulton.
Edward Rouleau Ernest Warren and G. P. Parlin.
Easter Day.
George. McCabe, who has been pass Easter Joy
Tel. 42-3
Richard Wildes
wall paper line made IN
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens.
ing the" Easter vacation at home, re Lesson Story
Geneva Perry
Elmer'Rouleau
Easter
Sunshine,
turned to the Maine State University at
Busy Summer Indicated
Window shades
AMERICA.
■ Mabel Wildes
Recitation,
WEDNESDAY, APR. 7. 1915
Orono on Monday;
Bradbury Perry
Recitation,
and curtains, Fixtures,
etc.
A letter from Montreal received re
Granville Cook
Lawrence Ross and Lewis Baker, have An Easter Wish,
He loves me too, Ellsworth McKenney cently by a prominent Portland hotel
returned to their studies at Bates Col If
INSURANCE
idean Up” day April 19.
I were a flower,
Same place.
man states that there is a feeling there
lege after spending the Easter recess at
Marguerite McKenney
Fidelity Phoeni^ Fire Ins. Co.
that
reservations
in
Maine
hotels
,
and
Geneva Perry
home.
,
On Easier Day,
American Central Ins. Co.
While some are looking for the first
Colin McKenney resorts should be sought early this
Recitation,
The
York
Central
Ministers
’
Associa

By the Schoo season because* of the rush not only Detroit Fire and Marine Ins. Co,
Scripture Exercise,
robin others are looking for the first
tion met at the Baptist church on Mon
from the States but from the Dominion
jitney.
Wells Mutual Fire Ins. Co.
day. The exercises were opened with a
as well. One Canadian family who tried
devotional service led by Rev. S. EWELLS
ME.
some time ago to get reservations at
Very few posessdrs ,of new Easter Leech. A revised Constitution was preSwampscbtt, Mass., were informed
“bonnets” had the courage to wear serited, discussed and unanimously
that everything had been engaged.
them Sunday.
Lewis Hatch is on the sick list,
adopted. In the morning a very ex
The Port and Beach should especially
haustive and most interesting paper was
Miss Nellie Hill of Biddeford was a benefit from this fact.
Should April stick so close to her read by Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Sanford Sunday visitor at the home of Harlan
Notice of Foreclosure
specialty (rain) as did March to her on the topic, “Christian Unity. ” The Waterhouse.,
. James Mead is doing quite a business
wind *we may be assured of a very wet subject was afterwards discussed by the
Mrs. Clement Noble has been in a^his saw mill that is run by a little 253 Main St.
ministers present. In the afternoon
Biddeford Whereas, Harry E. Dalton and Jessie
month.
Rev John M. Chambers read a thought Nashua, N. H., called there by the ill gasolene motor. Last week he sawed
R. Dalton of Boston, County of Suffolk
ful paper on “The Inspiration of Mis ness of her daughter, Mrs. Fred 36,000.
and Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
The first fly may be a sign of spring,
by their mortgage deed, dated the first
Mr. and Mrs. Luther A. Jones of Lex
sions” From many fields he gleaned Nedeau.
day of December, A. D. 1913, and re
But swat him just the same;
large numbers of encouraging facts
Mrs. Mary Wakefield Webber h.as re ington, Mass., arrived at his father’s
corded in the Registry of Deeds for the
For many ills on him and him alone,
Tuesday
evening.
which were calculated to deepen inter turned from her visit in Portland.
County of York in the State of Maine,
is prepared to furnish music
Should fall the blame.
est in this branch of the work of the
Book 619, Page 466, conveyrid to me,
Mrs. Mary Jones, on the Lyman road,
for all occasions
Miss Lena Waterhouse has returned
the undersigned, a certain parcel of
church and to increase activity in this
who
has
been
very
ill
with
grip
is
re

from a long visit with relatives in Bos
real estate, situate in Kennebunkport,
direction.
At
noon
the
ladies
of
the
covering.
in
Women’s Suffrage bills appeared
the County of York in said State and
ton.
For terms and particulars telephone in.
bounded as follows: One certain parcel
19 legislatures the past winter.
In 10 church served a most bountiful and
Mr. arid Mrs. Fred H. Jones who have
Mrs. Ralph Knight was an Easter been spfferers from grip are improving.
of land, with the buildings thereon,
153-3, Kennebunk, Me.
cases defeat was met and the remain- tempting repast in the vestry, to which
situated on the easterly side of the road
infi states let the matter go to a ample justice was done by the guests of visitor here.
Mrs. W. H. McKellips is entertaining
leading from the Town House to Cape
the day, and for which a vote of thanks
referendum.
Mrs. Thomas Jones- was a visitol1 at her friend, Mrs. Lizzie Thompsori of
Porpoise Village and adjoining land
CLARINET
PIANO
was unanimously passed. The next the hoine of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jrpnes
formerly of William E. Mosher, George
Newport, N, H. '
French
Method
Faelten
System
meeting of the Association will be held at Kennebunk last Monday.
W. Averhill and Richard J. Nurian,
Mr. Perley Eaton is confined to the
containing. eleven acres more or. less. .
The new exposition building to be in the'Methodist church at Kennebunk
Also a certain parcel of field, pasture
The subject of the sermon for next house with rheumatism.
opened in Portland June 7th with a two on June 7th.
and woodland directly opposite ¿the
Sunday will be ‘ ‘A good pastor and a
Mrs. Kate Pinkham of Cape Porpoise
weeks’ “Maine products*’ show should
above described premises-and adjoining
------- Teacher of—----Last Sunday afternoon St. Amands prosperous people.”
was
in
town
last
Wednesday
calling
on
land
of Frank Huff, C.O. Huff, William
prove a big boom not only to the pro Commandery, Knights Templar attend
Katie Allen, B^rt Thurston, Ed. 1. relatives and friends. Her niece, Miss CLARINET and PIANO H. Rounds, the , late Abner Perkins,
moters of the building but to the city ed worship in the local Methodist
Everett A. Seavey and James Parent,
and state as well.
Every industry in church. The weather interfered some Littlefield and Stephen Allen are among Phyllis Bean, of North Alfred was Studios:—241 Cohgress St., Portland
containing eleven acres more or Ifess.
Tel"
106-12
Fletcher
St.
,
Kennebunk
with her.
the state that can be reached will be what with the turnout of the Knights. those that are oh the sick list.
Now, therefore, by reason ’ of ‘the
...
A large number from ‘here WSril to: 1 Otir fierrie blizTzard and snow storm bf
breach of the condition ithbrebf I clriim
included in the exhibits.
They occupied seats reserved for them
a foreclosure of said; mortgage, subject
in the center Qf the auditorium. Spec Kennebunk tri the public dedicàtiôh oP 'Saturday left about* a foot of snow'TreGray Birch wbod for ¡sale, , For however, ' to a prior mortgage of the
’
hirid
it
and
it
is
riot
all
gone
today.
In
ial Easter music waâ delightfully ren- the new pipe organ at the M; ¿E. church.
same, above described premises to the
The Bangor telephone exchange dered,.:by tnri young people. The ser Quite a number stayed driWh and en 1911 WE HAD A BIG snow storm April further particulars, inquire-¡Of
Saco and Biddeford Savings.Institution,
operators have been instructed riot -tc> monnas preached by the pastor and joy éd the concert given by. the M. E. 4 and another one April 9.
DANIEL / WALKER, dated June 6, 1910.
November 17th, 1914.
answer queries “Where’s the fire?’? was appropriate to the day. Beautiful church Sunday school.
/
Purchase water glass at Fiske’s Drug | West Kennebunk, Me., Tel. 65-^25
ISAIAH E. WAGNER.
The practice of asking central has.been decorations of potted plants and cut
. 3w-22
Edgar E. Dutch Was called here by Store. Full directions furnished.
so common there that the usual service flowers added much to the pleasure of the illness of his -sister at Sanford.
has been severely crippled.
The Bari- the occasion.
BUY YOUR’ HAIR GOODS
The Ladies Aid have appointed their
gor papers have our sympathy as in
committees for their annual spring fair
In
thé
final
hours
of
the
session
of
the
common with telephone operators news
— OF
which will be held May 7th.
paper people are supposed to be inex Legislature the bill to divide the town
The Easter .concert given by the mem
haustible founts of information and in- of Kennebunkport, creating the town of
Young women going to
North Kennebunkport, was passed, as bers of the M. E; church last Sunday at
quiries will naturally shift to them.
Boston to work or study,had been anticipated, and was afterward eleven o’clock was very much enjoyed
any lady going to Boston for
518 Congress St
Portland
signed, by the Governor, This action by those present. Owing to sickriess
pleasure or on a shopping
trip without male escort will
The colds which have been so preva was to the regret of many who were some of the nrogram had to be omitted
find the
.Made from FI ST QUALITY Hair only
lent about town for the past few weeks endeared to the old municipality; but if and some of it was taken by others.
Franklin Square
We do not use any Chinese Hair in ¿this
appear to be epidemic in other sections is hoped that the change may rebound
The Ladies Aid will hold a sale of
store.
of the state as well about all of our to the advantage of both the old and the home made food at thé M. E. church
House
exchanges reporting many of their new towns.
vestry next Friday April 9, comm encWe will send goods on approval to
a delightful place to stop. A
Winter’s return' after a long period of ing at 6 o’clock.
readers and constituents as “on the
Home-Hotel In the heart of
responsible people. We make every
Boston exclusively for wo
sick list. ’ ’ The same is true of grass fair weather was not joyously wel
conceivable kind of hair piece, in all
Quite a few have taken the boxes for
men. . 630 rooms, safe, com
fires which get beyond control and comed. About eight , inches of snow the tower and bell fund; and it is. hoped
shades of hair.
fortable convenient of access .
prices reasonable. For’ par
necessitate the calling of firemen. Two fall in the storm of Saturday afternoon that quite a large sum will be realized
We also make switches from your
ticulars
and
prices
address
;
distinct diseases which a single remedy and evening. Easter morning was any from these.
own
combings, that are made right and
thing
but
ideal.
Congregations
were
will cure— a good rain storm.
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.
A poem written by some one interest
a pleasure for you to wear for
$2.50
considerably diminished because of the
ed in the church and the campaign now
conditions, but the latter, part. of:the
in progress for the' tower and bell is as
At a Convention Of the Women’s day and evening was agreeable.
Dur
fallows:—
Clubs of York County last month it was
ing the storm the wind blew fiercely,
voted to appoint April 19 .as “Clean but nO'damage was done, as far as has How dear to my heart are the days of
my childhood,
up” day for York County. Will not been reported
And all the loved scenes that my infancy
Kennebunk do her best to observe this
knew,
The schooner George Churchman,
day and clear the back yards of litter
Dealer In
I remember the church, the choir and
Which
has
visited
this
port
on
several
the preacher,
and unhealthful collections, also the
road sides near all premises, straighten occasions, was blown ashore at Hyannis And all the loved faces that havè gone
on before
broken fence lines and paths, rake on Saturday. Several holes were torn
in
her
by
the
pounding
she
received.
We
had
no summons to church in those
lawns, and do all possible to add to the
days,
healthfulness and attractiveness of our The revenue cutter Acushnet succeeded
I shall sell at Public Auction on the premises on
in hauling her into deep water. It is But I hear you are trying a tower ta
streets and homes.
raise,
believed she can be patched up. After
I36 Main Street
And in it you will place a face round and
that is done she will proceed to New
white
One of the churches at Livermore York for repairs.
That we’ll never forget as long as we
Falls is to erect a $2.500 gymnasium
have sight.
The house of Bernard Warner, on
this spring, those interested asserting
that it is necessary to the physical and Ocean avenue, has been given a fresh Andon it will be hands that are honestv
social needs of the young people. —News coat of paint.
and true, >■ .
/
f
Item.
MY FARM AT WELLS BRANCH
Big FREE Catalog isfall
That are pointing upward to the heav
George W. Clough was in Portland on
i NEW .'ENGLAND
of Bargains like tkis. .
enly blue,
The same sort of a gymnasium is Tuesday.
MERCANTILE CO.
of seventy-five acres, 12 in tillage, balancé in brook-watered pasture
WRITE for copy
And below will be tones that are sweet
considered by many a necessity for
and timber, estimated 200M timber, ioo cords wood. One and oneAfter passing the winter in Venezuela
and clear
Kennebunk. We could have as good a
Abbott Graves is back in good old New That will nng out a welcome that every balf story house, 9 rooms, furnace heat, good cellar, water in house arid |
one and it wouldn’t mean the expendi
barn. Barn 40x60, carriage house, ’2 new hen houses, shop. Half-!
one can hear,
ture of $2,500 either. The high school England again and was in this village Come, come, come to the church in
mile frem schools, ehurches, store, R. F, D. delivery. Also two!
last Wednesday. .Hé nas disposed of
building is unsuitable, for school pur
When boueht with other |1{ Prtwiinm Cqupws on All Orton I
. West Kennebunk,
' 1 horses, cow, 40 hensj one 2-horse new farm wagon, new set team har- '
merchandise
HR
Saun
his
Elm
street
house
to
Mrs.
E.
M.
Bur

poses and should be used for this purpose
Mrs.
Roscoe
Clark
is
sick
with
grip.
I
I
iy continue to pay the deal- |P
ness, 2 driving buggies, plows, harrows, wood sawing outfit, household: Why
rage of Boston, who will occupy it for
hi ph prices
nricea when
when von
ran ’"iw nr-i - fa L
, "t"1
and a modern school building erected.
er’s? high
you can
Joshua Clark has not bought the Jas. furniture, 15 cords fitted wood, etc. Terms at sale.
buy groceries and other merchandise direct from us at\
We understand that the matter is be an extended period each year,
a big saving? We protect your pocketbook yet give high
Mr. Hanson and family are again at Holland place as reported.
est quality and guarantee satisfaction or money back.
ing discussed and hope that discussion
Premium Profit-Sharing Certificates increase your
Miss Doris Clark of Kennebunk is
will not cease until practical and con their residence here after a winter’s
savings. Start the saving today—write for Catalog No.40
visiting
her
grandparents.
sojourn
in
Biddeford.
•Si
;Reference: Federal Trust Co.,- Bostoncrete Results are attained.
The welNEW ENGLAND MERCANTILE CO,
Two'weeks more of good weather will; f U
_ ___ T— -_
A
The schools held no session Tuesday
. fare of the rising generation calls for
India Street
BOSTON, MASS.
finish
the Moulton lot at No. 10.
J•
KjOOCTWlFlj AUCtlOn^CT
afternoon on account of the rain,
j
.immediate attention and action.
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Biddeford

The Jeweler and Optician

THE ARION ORCHESTRA

LEROY NASON

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON?

CARLES’ HAIR

STORE

FARM at

JOHN F. DEAN

Public Auction

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

Friday, April 9th

Bifldßforä

SUGAR

Mrs. H. H. Abbott

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK ME.

NEWS NOTES
ABOUT TOWN

“Clean Up” day April 19.
Miss Margaret Haley spent the week
end with her mother.
Mrs. Elva Patterson was the guest of
her sister in Biddeford today.
A pint bottle of the finest Beef, Iron
and Wine 50c. at Fiske’s Drug Store.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Christie are
“Clean Up” day April 19.
out again after an attack of the grip.
Taylor Oliver is visiting in Everett,
Mrs. Guy Carleton spent Easter With
Mass.
Mrs. John Lord is quite ill at her home her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gar
vin.
on Brown street.
Miss Laura E. Long, pf Bridgton,
For husky throats use Fiskes Improv
ed Bronchial Lozengers, 10c. package. was a visitor at the M. E. parsonage
Albert W. Emmons is at home from oyer the Sabbath.
Dartmouth College for the Easter
Mrs. Galucia and young daughter re
holidays.
turned today from a visit with friends
Mrs. FrankWarren of Fletcher street in South Berwick.
returned from the Maine General hospi Mrs. W. D. Hay will carry a line of;
tal Saturday.
ready-to-wear hats in connection with
The Misses Edith Young and Eliza her dress making establishment
beth Hawkins are engaged in taking the
Miss Jennie Fletcher, Miss Rena
school census.
Smith and Mrs. Ruth Currier are all ill
Joseph T. Sayward, of Portland, a at the home of Mrs. Annie Fletcher.
former resident, was in town Saturday
Mrs, George Hudson has accepted a
calling on friends.
position at the Hay’s Tailoring estab
Frank E. Atkins was admitted to lishment during the summer , season.
United States citizenship yesterday by
Mrs. Frank Graves and Mrs Fred
Judge Hale of the U. S. district court.
The regular monthly meeting of the Cousens and son, Frankie, attended the
board of engineers was held at the en Easter concert at the Landing, Sunday
, • „ . '
gine house, Fletcher street, Monday evening.
evening.
On Saturday Gov. Curtis renominated
Mrs. Carrie Wallace who has been Hon. George E. Bird of Yarmouth as
the guest of Miss Florence Rice' re associate justice of the Supreme
turned to her home in Webster, Mass., Judicial Court.
Saturday.
The Maine Methodist Conference will
Miss Helen Melcher, who Spent the be held at Watervillé April 21 to 26
Easter vacation in Boston at the home '■ with Bishop Hamilton of Mass
of her mother, returned Monday to her achusetts presiding.
school duties.
Miss Ethel Lovley returned from
Mrs. Annie S. Meserve and daughter, Springfield,' Mass., Saturday accom
Miss Clara, have re-opened their home panied by her sister, Mrs. Harry Beal
on Summer.street after spending the of Caribou, Me
winter in Portland.
, Mrs. . J. R. Mitchell is sick at her
The Regent Garage reopened Thurs
home on Fletchër street, with pneu
day with Charles W. Jacobs in charge. monia. Her daughter from Ashland,
This property was recently purchased
N, H. is caring for her.
by Robert Parsons.
The B, T. Club met . at the home of
Mrs. Maria Haley leaves today for
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where she will Mrs. Chauncey Phillips on Brown street.
be the guest of her daughter, Mrs. A pleasant evening was. spent, games
were played and refreshment Were serGrace Burke, for the next six weeks.
ed.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson went to Port
land today; bn her return home,accom The legislature just closed appropri
panying her mother, Mrs. Charles Stev ated for various matters the siim of
ens who has been a patient at the Maine $10,809,806.02 which is $169,806.02. in
excess of the estimated revenue of the
General hospital.
15,000 men and women climbed Mt. state.
Roubidoux at Riverside, Cal., Sunday
The White House . yesterday began
and kneeling’at the foot of a mammoth •the circulation of summaries of busi
cross prayed for peace. The service ness conditions all reports telling of in
occurred at sunrise.
creasing activity and strength in vari
The engagement of Mary Manning ous lines.
Bamford, of Ipswich, Mass., to Guy
Mrs. A. Green, who has been suffer
Ernest Wells, of Bradford, Mass., a ing for the past ten days at her home on
former Kennebunk resident was an Parsons street with a severe attack of
nounced last week.
the grip hat recovered sufficiently to be;
Harry Andrews who has been con up and about.
nected with the Leatheroid Manufactur
ing Co., for many years, in an execu After a session of 13 weeks the
tive capacity, has severed his connec 77th Maine Legislature adjourned sine
die shortly before 5 o’clock Saturday
tions with that firm. .
afternoon. A special session will be
Ex-Governor Bert M. Fernaid of
called next January to act on the revis
Poland has announced his candidacy,for ion of the statutes.
Republican candidate for United States
“The Scapegoat” is the topic of the
Senator to oppose Senator Johnson in
.sermon the Rév. Mr. Wilson is to :
the 1916 fall election.
The annual meeting of the Kenne preach in the Unitarian Church Sunday
bunk public library officials which was morning. It will be a modern applica
scheduled for last Saturday evening and tion of an old practice^ The public is
postponed on account of the storm will cordially invited.
The chicken supper and sale held by
be held next Saturday evening.
The services of the fire department the Baptist society yesterday was a
were not needed in extinguishing the most successful affair practically every
grass fire in the rear of Perley Green article offered for sale being disposed
leaf’^.-residence on Summer street last of. 125 partook, of the supper and
Thursday afternoon for which an alarm about $75 was added to the treasury of
the society.
from bbx 41 was pulled.
Hon. Carl E. Milliken of Island" Falls The fortnightly Social of the Uni
is the latest addition to the ranks of tarian Society will be held Thursday
the aspirants for the. Republican guber evening. There will be the usual
natorial nomination in the primaries supper 'served at 6:30, to be followed by
next June. Mr. Milliken spoke in Ken an entertainment. A hearty welcome
nebunk during the last state campaign. to all who are in any manner connected
Dr. James A. Spaulding of Portland with thé Church.
will speak on the “Conservation of' Postmaster General Burleson has
Vision” for the Webhannet Club. issued an order permitting city letter
Thursday afternoon, April 8, at 2.30 carriers to wear' cooler summer uni
o’clock. All teachers, High school forms which they ban procure at less
pupils and the public are cordially cost than they have heretofore paid.
invited.
The order provides that the uniform
On Monday, in Havana,. Jack John- consist of lightweight bluish . gray,
syn, a. fugitiye and exile froin his own worsted or serge, “composed wholly or
country lost the world’s heavy-weight in part of. wool or cotton.” It makes'
pugilistic title to Jesse Willard, a west .possible the use of làll cotton goods.
ern cowboy,
ter 26 rounds of the
Miss Trypheni a Wells, who with her
cleanest boxing that ever marked^ a mother, Mrs. Rebecca Wells, has been1
like contest.
The new champion spending the winter with a neighbor,
immediately announced that he would Mrs. Hiram Wells, on returning, to her
draw the color line.
home near the Parsons station last
A recent issue of “The Wireless Age” Saturday found that the house had been
contains an illustrated article entitled broken into during their absence. The
“Two Heroes” which -excellently por contents of bureaus and trunks were
trays the story of the noble sacrifice 'of strewn in confusion over the floors but
Clifton J. Fleming, a former resident, whether or not anything of value was
jn the sinking of' the steam schooner taked by the maurauders is not known.
Frances H. Leggett, on which he was
The Delta Alp^a Club of the Congre
chief wireless operator, The accident gational Sunday school was very
occurred last fall and at that time the pleasantly entertained by Mrs. Gilman
Enterprise published a detailed account. Fiske at her home on Storer St., .Tues
Saturday night about town took on day evening. After the regular busi
more the appearence of Christmas eve ness meeting, there was an entertain
than the night before Easter business ment furnished by the social committee,
being badly hampered by the heavy which was enjoyed by all, the member s
snowfall and wind. About 10 inches of entering into the spirit of the various
light snow fell but clearing conditions contests and the “delicious”? cakes of
prevailed Sunday with a high tempera chocolate which were giyen as souve
ture, and chiirch attendances nearly up nirs were pronounced O. K. Refresh
to the usual average for the day. The ments of sandwiches, cake and cocoa
storm was general alongthe coast and were served. Much credit is due the
storm signals were displayed for the social committee for the success of the
first time since February 24 th.
evening.

Smart New Spring Suits!

In to-

ky to
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A Wonderful Variety of the Newest and
Most ADVANCED SPRING Models Await
Your Selection at Extremely Low Prices

liraci^
J Adv§
|usens ■

Rribou
pvley

This Week We Arc Featuring Suits
At 15.00 and 20.00

inday .
livens
phone
R her

in 15 distinctly new models which represents not only the best possible styles, but also the best
possible values that can be purchased at these prices.

$15.°°

Smart Suits at

Made of Poplin, Men’s wear Serge
and Gabardine. Shown in Belgium Blue, Navy and
Black, Black and White Checks. 8 distinct models
at $15.00.

Attractive Suits at

JHq ® ®

Stunning Suits at

12 different styles from which to
make a selection. Fashioned of Gabardine, Poplin
also Melrose cloth in all the favored colorings also
black and white checks at $20.00.

50 Stylish Suits at

in 6 distinct new models, Peau-deCygne lined, moire trimmed, pleated effect coats,
yoke also flare skirts; black and all colo:s at $16.50.

$18»50

Norfolks also Bolero Coats, Peau-deCygne lined, detachable silk collars; skirts plain flare
also pleated models. v Shown in colors, Sand, Navy,
Belgium Blue also black at $18.50.

Serge Suits in 8 different models, all colors also black

$10.98 and $12.50

Poplin, Serge also Gabardine Suits in
airshades at
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Crepe, Poplin, Chuddah Cloth andj Gabardine Suits II Covert Cloth, Poplin and Gabardine Suits, assortment
in black and all colors. Variety of
Eft II of styles; one of a kind in black and C E ft ft
models at
|| best colorings, at
«7 • W

APRIL SALE OF

Draperies,

Scrims, and Cretonnes

At Prices Within Reach of All.
Scrim Curtains in white and ecru,
White, also ecru Madras, 36 inches
hemstitched, with lace edge, 21-2
wide, floral and Oriental designs,
yds, long at
78c
Prices per yard
19c, 25c

Scrim, 'also Marquisette Curtains,
White Curtain Musliri, 36 inches
white and ecru hemstitched, also
wjd
Jka d
d fi
d
Price
insertion and lace edg^
des^ns; Price
1212c
v V'
Marquisette Curtains in white, also
ecru, widq lace insertion and lace
edge. Price
$1.50

' Marquisette Curtains, white, also
ecru, hemstitched, with lace edge
also fine scrim with lace insertioh
and edge to match* Price $1.98
2,000 yards colored border scrim,
36 inches wide, all colors.^ Regular prices 12 1-2 and 15c, this sale
8c

Suniast Madras in brown,' also
green, yard wide. Price per yd. 50c
White also ecru Scrim and Marqui
sette, various border designs, 25
styles from which to make a selection; 36 and 40 inches wide,
Prices per yd.
15c, 17c, 19c, 25c
\
,
New Spring Cretonnes m a varied
assortment of new patterns and
colorings. Prices per yd.
8c, 10c, 12 l-2c,15c, 20c,25c upwards ,
to 50c.

Millinery
New and Exclusive but Low
Priced
These are the two features (plus
. right service) which have built this
department up to. its present high
standard.
THIS WEEK
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Black and Colored Untrimnried
Hemp Hats at
98c, $1.29, $1.49
Fine Hemp Hats in scores of best ‘
shapes and colors at
$1.98
Milan Hemp Hati in medium and
large shapes. All colors at

$2.49, 2,98
Hemp Hats, trimmed with flowers
and velvet ribbon. Choice of a
great many styles in all dolors at

Main Street, BIDDEFORD, MAINE
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BUTTERICK PATTERNS AND THE DELINEATOR ON SALE

Bdthi

$2.98, $3.98, $4.98

W. E. YOULAND COMPANY

1H
I madi

lle%
Don’t fail to attend the opeping^f the
A. L. Fogg has removed his family
from the Charles Bragdon house ón Kennebunk Fruit Market in the old
Brown street to the Drown place at the Thompson store next Saturday.
Landing.
The annual meeting of the Ogunquit
Village Corporation was held Monday
Base Ball Game April 17th and the former officers reelected. A
detailed account of proceedings will be
The local baseball season will start published next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Holmes who
on Saturday, April 17th, when the
newly organized high school team will visited Mrs. -Holmes mother, Mrs.
meet the Kennebunkport high team on Blanche E. Potter for two days re
turned to their home in Portland yester
the playground diamond.
There was no high school team in the day. Mr. Holmes,, who is in the em
field last year but the great enthusiasm ploy of the Deering Lumber Company
for the sport and amount of available has recently been promoted to travelling
material this year assures Kennebunk salesman and Will cover the state in
High a creditable team and an organ that capacity for the firm.
ization has been perfected with Richard
V. Crediford as manager and John
Webhannet Club
Davis, captain. No less than 20 candi
dates have presented themselves thus At the annual business ’meeting of
far and an excellent team willxun- the Webhannetdub held at the home
doubttedly be selected.
of Mrs. Charles Goodnow Monday the
For Patriot’s Day a game with the following officers for the ensuing year
fast North Berwick high team has been were elected:—*
arranged.
President—Mrs. Frances M. Goodnow
In no previous year has the outlook Vice-President—Mrs. Mabel Green
for a winning team been so bright and if leaf.
the local fans accord deserved support Recording Secretary—Mrs. Etta A.
Richardson.
Kennebunk High may achieve as great Corresponding Secretary—Mrs. Sylvia
a success in sport as in educational lines. Cousens.
Treasurer—Mrs. Lida Hawkes
A. F. Winter will coach the boys.

Program Committee—Mrs. Lucy F.
Temperance Reading
Hammond, Mrs. Sarah L. Cram, Mrs.
Marion W. Perkins.
Finance Committee—Mrs. Josephine • The Womans Christian Temperance
R. Pollard, Mrs. Laura Raino, Mrs.
Union will have Miss Esther Gilman
Ada Straw.
give readings at Good Templars Hall,
Purchase Water Glass at Fiske Drug Saturday afternoon, ■ at 3 o’clock. . All
Store, full directions furnished.
young people attending the public
schools will be admitted free.
At the close of the entertainment a
Now Paint
Loyal Temperance Legion will be for
Strike when the iron'is hot and paint med, which children between, the ages
when the property needs it, ,
of 6 and 12 may join?
They paint ships a dozen times a year;
yes, some of them, every voyage.
First Parish Meeting
What for, do you think? To bok nice
and get business..
A livery keeps „its carriages painted The annual meeting of the First Par
and varnished and washed, to look nice ish (Unitarian) was held In their Sunday
and get business.
school rooms and the following officers
A man, with a house for sale or to elected for the ensuing year:—'
let, “does it up,” and Devoe is the
Moderator—Dr. F. M. Ross.
paint.
Clerk—H. H. Bourne.
There’s more in paint than to keep- Assessors—Wm. C. Goodwin, Charles
out water. Paint for looks and you D. Nason and Herman Hill.
—Dr. G. W. Bourne.
needn’t think about water. A fresh Treasurer
Auditor—A. W. Meserve.
coat of paint once & year is about as
Music Committee-Miss Margaret
good forhis credit as paying his debts. Thompson.
But the man whose buildings and fences It was voted to expend $600 on music;
look new, very likely, has no debts.
during the year and the minister’s sal
DEVOEary was kept at the same figure as the
Harry E. Lunge
sells it past year.
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DAIRY
UNPROFITABLE DAIRY FACTS
Any Farmer Can Insure Failure of
His Business by Following Rules
of Arizona Expert.

By following these rules any dairy
farmer can insure the failure of his
business, says Professor G. W.
Barnes, farm advisor on live stock of
the University of Arizona agricultural
extension service:
1.Use scrub bulls. This will run
down any herd in quick time.
2. Let the bull run with the cows.
This will make their milk yield fall
off and their calves come when least
desired.
3.Do not test the cows for milk
production or butterfat. In this way
the poor cows will lose enough money
in a year to buy several good ones.
4. Keep only the heavy eating
cows which produce little milk.
5.Raise only the heifers from
non-producing cows.
6. Feed sour and rotten feeds.
7. Do not supply pure water, but
make the cows drink out of mud
-boles.
8. Furnish no shade during the
summer months.
9. Tlave no shelter for the cows in
cold and inclement weather. This

BIRD SANCTUARY IN ORCHARD FILLER FOR CONCRETE-WORK
Farmers and Fruit Growers Urged to
Plant Trees to Provide Nesting
Places for the Robin.

One huncifcd and seventy-six species
of insects attack the apple tree, while
apple-producing states spend as l^gh
as $3,000,000 for spraying trees to keep
down the codling moth. Instead of put
ting poison (which often kills the
birds), on your trees, why not encour
age these tireless little workers to
come and rid your fruit trees of insect
pests? Every orchard 'should be a
bird sanctuary. What are you doing
to make a safe refuge of yours ? In re
turn for shelter and protection your
feathered friends will brighten your
little world with their beautiful plum
age, while working every hour in the
day for you, and sing glad songs of
thanksgiving while they work.
The Liberty Bell Bird club of the
Farm Journal says that the-destructive
insect invasion is not caused alto
gether by the killing of the birds them
selves who would eat the insects, but
largely because the farmer has cut
down the trees and shrubbery, depriv
ing his former little neighbors of their
nesting places without providing oth
ers. It is urging the farmers and fruit

An Orchardist’s Friend, the Robin.
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growers to plant those trees and
shrubs which will entice the foraging
robin away from his favorite cherry
tree, and- yet maintains that he is en
titled to a little of even this choice
fruit in return for all the ravening fruit
pests he devours. It claims that he
will not, however, bother the cherries
if he has Russian mulberries which
ripen at the same time. This tireless
forager also prefers chokeberry, holly
elder, sour-gum, shadberries, wild cher
ries, wild grapes, green brier and
smilax to cherries. He is such a gentieman robber that a bird-bath has
been known to lure him away from his
favorite mulberry. The robin likes to
be a near neighbor to man and that he
is a more obliging and honest one than
is generally believed is shown by his
Well Arranged Dairy Barn.
propensity to rid a farmer’s cabbage
will reduce the milk flow from 35 patch of cut worms, all in exchange for
a few (perhaps wormy) cherries.
to 50 per cent.
10. Milk at irregular intervals.
11. Hire rough milkers-who do not
FEW BENEFITS OF THINNING
milk thoroughly.
12.Get in the cows with the as
Importance of Thinning as Means of
sistance of dogs.
Producing the Maximum Number
13.Feed only enough to keep the
of. First Class Apples.
cows alive. This will surely stop the
milk flow.
An experiment made recently by
14. Never pay any attention to ud
the
Utah station calls attention to
der troubles. Beautiful cases of gar
the importance of thinning of firstget may thus be developed.
15. Buy cheap dairy cows any class apples. Eight-year-old Ben Davis
where. In this way one may succeed trees, with the fruit thinned to a
in. introducing contagious abortion in maximum distance of four, inches apart
gave a net increase per tree of $1.15
to the herd and community.
16. Keep the dairy buildings and as compared with unthinned fruit.
utensils as dirty as possible. A very The Jonathans showed a net incease
inferior quality of milk may thus be of 30 cents per tree. The same Jona
than trees thinned in'the same man
produced.
ner in 1912 gave a net increase of
71 cents per tree > over unthinned
USING THE BALANCED RATION trees. In practice the cost of thin
ning appears to be offset by the re
Tests Conducted at Illinois Experi duced cost in sorting when the fruit
ment Station Show Increased
is packed.

Rough Stones of Almost Any Charac
ter, Found in Almost Any Section
of Country Are Favored. '
(By H. H. SHEPARD.)

In any“ section of the country where
rough stones of almost any character
can be secured and hauled as cheaply
as sand and gravel, it will pay to use
them as fillers for concrete-work.
- A neighbor of ours has built a barn
foundation by using rough stones as
fillers, with the result of saying fully
one-half the cost of construction.
■On our own farm rough flint stones
all the way from the size of a walnut
up to as large as a peck measure are
to- be had with only the trouble of
picking them up.
>
These rough stories we are using
in all of our concrete construction, ex
cept for surfacing. The space they
take up saves sand, gravel and ce
ment, with a resulting wall- or. floor
as solid and firm as one of all finer
material.
Using rough stones as filler in solid
concrete construction is similar to
laying brick or stone in mortar. The
only difference is that forms are
used, and that the stones are all hid
den when the work is finished. Sand
and cement are all that is needed, al
though gravel, too, may be used in
the wet mixture.
Make the forms as usual for any
kind of concrete-work, and shovel in
the wet mixture of sand, gravel and
cement, On th'is soft mixture place
a layer pf the rough stones of all sizes
and shapes.
They must be clean of soil, sb that
the cement mixture will stick to them.
Cover the layer of stones with more
of the wet cement mixture, and
“spade” the sides to make smooth
surfaces and to settle the mixture
among the rocks.
Use a rather slushy concrete, so
that it will more easily run among
the rocks for filling vacant spaces arid
for firm binding. Continue the proc
ess layer after layer till the wall is
finished.

GRADING AND SORTING EGGS
Every Year There Is a Loss of Millions
of Dollars in Product Because of
Haphazard Methods.

(By M. HASTINGS.)

Eggs are among the most difficult
of food products to grade. This is be
cause each egg must be considered
separately, and because the actual
substance of an egg cannot be ex
amined without destroying the egg.
From externak appearance eggs can'
be selected for size, color, cleanliness
of shell and freedom from cracks.
This is the common method of grading
in early spring when the eggs are uni
formly of good quality. Later in the
¡season the egg candle is used. While
any kind of a light may be used, a 16candlepower electric lamp is the most
desirable. The light is inclosed in a
box or tin cylinder, in which are made

NEW YORK 300 YEARS AGO

W. L

From Forest Land It Has Grown to a
City of Six Million in
habitants.

MEN’S & WOMEN’S
SHOES
$2.50, $3, $3.50
$3.75, $4, $4.50
and $5.00
BOYS’ SHOES
$2.25, $2.50
$3.00 & $3.50

$3.00
All Sizes
and
Widths

Over

150
Styles

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
WEARING W. L- DOUGLAS SHOES.
For 31 years W. 1«. Douglas has guaranteed the
value by having- his name and the. retaU price
stamped on the sole before the shoes leave the fac
tory. This protects the wearer against high prices
for Inferior shoes of other makes. W. L. Douglas
shoe» are always worth what you. pay for them. If
you could see how carefully W. L. Douglas shoes are
made, and the high grade leathers used, you would then
understand why they look better, fit better, hold their
shape and wear longer than Other makes for the price.
If the W. !.. Douglas shoes are not for sale in your
vicinity, order direct from factory. Shoes sent every
where. Postage free in thé U. S. Write Tor Illua*
Crated C:it»loK showing how to order by mail.
W. L. -DOUGLAS, 210 Spark SL. Broekton,Mas».

TTARWOOD

Activities of Women.

Philadelphia has five women factory
inspectors.
Women farm laborers in England
RED-MAN
number nearly one hundred thousand.
Over five thousand women are en
COLLAR
gaged in industry in Italy.
Oyer six thousand women in New
York are employed as talloresses.
Canada has an active rifle asociation composed of women.
There are over three' million widows
in the United States and there is no
estimate as to how many there will
be in Europe after the war, but it
will probably be twice as many as we
HOTEL
7th Av. at 38th St. have,
In Java, when a man marries, he
goes to his wife’s house, where the
women sit in council upon all matters
CENTRE OF
of importance and dictate the affairs
of the home.
EVERYTHING
Widows of soldiers killed in the
ROOM WITH BATH, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
ROOMS, 2 PERSONS, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00 service of the British army will re
A Penn Safety Razor for Each Guest ceive a pension of from five to ten
shillings a week, depending upon the
Valuable Colored Map of New York Gratis
EDGAR T. SMITH.- Managing Director
rank of her husband.

NAVARRE

NEW YORK

PROF. COWARD

“That’s what I did!”
“But he was listening deferentially
to all you had to say.”
“You bet he was. I never had a
man listen to me that deferentially
that he didn’t try to touch me for five
dollars before I got away.”
important to motnera

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, à safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
/?
Signature of
/'C&CcÆîfyl
In Use For Oyer 30 Years.

A balanced ration is “one in which
each of the different food materials
or nutrients is present in just the
right proportion and amount to meet
the needs of the animals,” says bul
letin 159 of the Illinois agricultural
experiment station. Tests indicated
that cows fed balanced rations
yielded a pound of butterfat for each
17 pounds of total nutrients consumed,
while 21 pounds were consumed to a
pound of butterfat when an unbalanced
ration was fed. The use of the bal
anced ration thus save four pounds of
digestible nutrients for each pound of
butterfat produced, or a pound and a
quarter of butterfat was produced by
the same number of pounds of digest
ible nutrients in balanced ration as
was required for a pound of butterfat
when the unbalanced ration was fed.
Not only was the butterfat more
economically produced, but the cows
given a balanced ration finished the
test with better appetites and in much
better flesh and general physical con
dition than the others.

openings about the size of a half dol Children Cry for Fletcher’s Castoria
lar. The room being darkened, the
cahdler holds the egg to the light,
His Line.
large end upward, and gives it a quick
“What’s his business?’
turn in order to view all sides and to
“He’s a prsss agent.”
cause the contents to whirl within the
“Oh; what make of press does he
Fruit and poultry raising go well to shell. To an expert this process re
sell?”
gether.
veals the actual condition of the egg
• * *
to an extent -that the novice can hardly
Not So Bad at That.
Every owner of a colt should look
realize.
“How did thinks look in New York?”
well to the care of the feet.
“Better than I anticipated; I ex
• • •
Selling the choicest of the wheat is HOW TO GROW HORSERADISH pected to find Wall street boarded up.”
a poor way to select seed grain.

INDIGESTION IN DAIRY COWS
Possibly Tuberculosis Is Present, and
When Suspected Animal Should
Be Removed and Examined.

There are several things to look for
in a case of chronic indigestion in a
cow. Possibly tuberculosis is present,
and if it is suspected the cow should
be removed from among the other ani
mals and be closely examined by ah.
expert veterinarian. Then there may
be some organic disease of the stom
ach or there may be some foreign sub
stance in the second stomach. When
a cow suffers from chronic indiges
tion it is wise to call a veterinarian
in order to ascertain how serious the
trouble is.

«

•

Crop Is Cut in Fall, Small Roots Re
moved and Arranged Into Sets
Four to Six Inches Long.

• * •
Horseradish is commonly grown
Bad shoeing causes many horses to from sets, and not from seed. Some
travel badly, but shoeing is not wholly claim they have best success growing
to blame.
it as a second crop after the early
* * «
cabbage, beets, etc. The crop''is dug
Late chickens sometimes do very in the fall, the small roots removed
well, but they require more care than and cut into sets four to six inches
early ones.
long.
« • •
The top end is cut square and the
The poultry that is having the run bottom slanting, so as to make no
of the orchard now is serving well mistake in planting. These are tied
their day and generation.
in bundles and kept over winter in
* • «
sand.
In the spring, after the cabbages
The foal that is being weaned
should be watered twice each day. are set out, a row of horseradish is
Horses of all ages must be watered set in between the cabbage rows.
frequently and regularly if they are Small holes. are made with a light
crowbar or long stick and the sets
to do well.
«
•
dropped in and covered two or three
Before the snow falls, -it is a good inches deep, so that they do not .come
plan to go through the orchard, and ¡up until July first.
Any deep, rich soil, well drained,
with a coarse rake, gather up all dis
eased or rotten apples .or, , other fruit 'will answer for horseradish.
left on the ground, arid destroy them.

«

«

•

In planting fruit trees for family
use, select the varieties that appeal
to the palate of the home folks, but
for the markets select those varieties
that keep best, and are in greatest
demand.

Selecting Breeding Stock.

In selecting breeding stock, the rec
ords of the ancestry are always impor
tant but the records of the ancestry
nearest the individual that you are
buying are naturally the most impor
tant.

1 Would
Not Do
Without

I

Miss Emelle
A. Haberkorn,
2 2 51 Gravois
Ave., St. Louis,
Mo., writes:
'For over two
years I was
troubled with
catarrh of the
pelvic organs.
I heard of Dr.
H a rtman's
book, ‘The Ills
*>f Life.’ I read
it arid wrote to
the doctor, who answered my letter
promptly. I began taking treatment
as soon as possible. Tongue cannot
express how I suffered. I feel grate
ful for what the doctor has done
for me, and would not do without
Peruna. I now enjoy as good health
as ever. I find it has improved my
health so much that I will recommend
it to any, one cheerfully.”
Careful Dad.

“We receive many queefly directed
letters, of course’” acknowledged a
post office assistant in answer to an
urgent question, according to the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. “But the
queerest I ever remember having seen
had an- address that ran somewhat as
follows:
“ ‘To my son Thomas if he is asso
ciating with decent young fellows and
calling on respectable girls. If he
ain’t, please return to above address,
because the letter has Two Dollars in
it.’
“I’ve often wondered whether the
letter got back all right.”
Beware the Conflagration.

Rev. Dr. Harris L. Remington,
in an address on “Purity” before' th®
Young Men’s Christian association of
Duluth, said:
“I would warn my young hearers
against the almost universal custom
known as ‘spooning.’. In parlors, on
park benches, everywhere, one sees
lads and lasses tightly folded in each
others’ arms, like wrestlers of-equal
strength. Bah!
“ ‘But,’ you ask me, ‘what’s the
harm? A kiss is only a trifle.’
“ ‘Ah, yes,’ I respond, ‘a kiss is only
a trifle—and so is a spark.’ ”
Not Always.

Quite Simple.

RHEUMATISM Believed
U.-W0-X
Brings relief In most chronic
cases. We want to prove it to
your absolute Satisfaction. If
•you have Rheumatism, in
acute or chronic stages, no
matter wliat your condition,
write today for our valuable
Free Book on Rheumatism
and effect of Phosphorus
W on the Human System.
Zfo AGENTS WANTED
I
For Sale by
k. LENOX SUPPLY CO. j
ncr*

Mice Ate Peace Sermon.

In an address before the Men’s club
of the Tabernacle Christian church,
according to a Columbus (Ind.) dis
patch, Rev. Alexander Sharp of the
Presbyterian church there, who has
just returned from a two months’ va
cation abroad, told his audience that
thé last sermon . he delivered to his
congregation before he left was an
earnest plea for universal peace.
Before departing he placed the ser
mon in his desk; on his return he
opened his desk, intending to reread
the sermon, but he found that mice
had eaten his universal peace effort
He Took the Hint.

“How radiant you are tonight, Made
line,” he. exclaimed enthusiastically,
as they met at the corner. “You actu
ally look fit to eat.”
“I feel that way, too,” was the naive'
rejoinder.
Whereupon one week’s salary went
to smash in the nearest lobster pal
ace.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Prompt Relief-Permanent Cure
CARTER’S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never

STOP

Why They Settle.

Sparkill, N. 1.

Gray Hair Restored

Hair or Moustache Instantaneously.
Gives any shade from light brown

to black. Doos not wash or rub oft.

Contains no poisons and is not sticky
nor greasy. Sold by all druggists,
or we win- send you a Trial Size for
SOe., postpaid, large size (eight times as much) 60c. If
your druggist don’t sellit send direct toils. Send the
yellow wrapper from two bottles purchased from drug
gist and we will give you a full-size bottle for nothing.
WAL.NUTTA CO., 2208 Clark Ave., St. Loula, Mo.
fiend Thi» Advertiaement jmd C£T FREE SAMPLE.

W. N. U., BOSTON. NO. 47-1914.

Borrows on Prospects.

“I fear that young man of yours is
living beyond his means.”
“Oh, no, papa; he hasn’t any.”

'
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Renews

fail. Purely: vegeta
ble —- act surely
but gently on
the liver.
Stop .after
Good News.
dinner dis
"Par1.”
tress-cure
“Well?”
indigestion,
“When I promise to marry him, do improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
you want him to. come and ask your SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
consent?”
Genuine must bear Signature
“No; not my consent,, but I would
like to have him trot in and tell me
the goods news. I sort of feel like I
needed cheering up.”—Houston Post.

Wife—Who can doubt the power of
woman’s love! Think of the thou
sands of wild youths who have set
tled down into staid and respectable
citizens as soon as they married?
Husband—They couldn’t afford to
“WALNUTM HAIR STAIN” be anything else after they got mar
Restores Gray, Streaked or Bleached ried.”
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of that cleai
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little mounta
the hedfe of t’

JI
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Peruna.

“The fag system has gone out of
“My. dear major, I want to ask you
a question,” remarked the modest mai schools now, hasn’t it?”
CRADLE TO GRAVE
“Not the brain fag kind.”
The World’s Greatest Scientific Astrologer. Can den to her partner as they entered the
help you in trouble, advise where others fail, how to
win and marry the desired one, make others think pf conservatory...
you, bring back lost hushfind dr wife, how to succeed
YOUR OWN DRUGGIST WILD TUTT VilTT
“A thousand If you like,” replied the Try
*n business.- Will interpret your, dreams, tell you
Murine Eye Remedy for Red WeaUT Water»
who to marry. Give. Prof. Coward your birth date
g?«8
Kyelids; ’No
gallant major.
and he will read yourlife Send25centsfprt,riaJ read
just Eye Comfort. Write for Boo\ of the By®
ing! Address Prof. Alfred Coward, 0<ikboret,4acfcsonviUe,>Fta.
by
mail
Free. Murine Eye Remedy o\ Chicago
“What is a kiss?” The soldier was
taken aback, but quickly pulled him
FOR 8AI.K Rebuilt lathes, drills, boring mills, hydrau
Fancy sending for your physician,
lic presses, pumps, compressors, steam engines, self together, and firmly said, “This
foundry equip, marine and gasoline engines,.valves,
only to discover that he is traveling
fittings etc. Condition guaranteed. Send for catalog. is.”
Pennsylvania Iron Works,.Dept. K, Eddystone. Pa.
“Sir,” replied the Indignant seeker abroad for the benefit of his health!
after
culture, “you misunder
Wanted to Buy Old Coins- qVotj^g stand higher
me. The interrogation I put to
prices paid 10 cts. WILLIAM IIKSSLEIN. Paddock Bldg.,
Ki Tremont St., (over Woodward’s Drug Store), Boston, Blass.
you’ was a mathematical prob.lem
Hair ColoiMfêMrôer,
which I thought might interest you.”
f orlv An-nnfo wanted everywhere to market our
Ealiy ftgclll» new brandofTKA; big pay; easy
"It does, it does,” said the major,
work. California Sales Co.. Watsonville. California
“but if it’s a conundrum I give it up.”
The maiden’s eyes sparkled, and
Time to Go.
“Right in the midst of the advice there’was music in her voice as she
you were giving him you broke off and threw out the answer, “Why, it’s noth
ing divided by two.”
hurried away.”

Candling Eggs.

*

11

CAN READ YOUR LIFE FROM THE

Production of Butterfat.

Bees wintered out of doors should
be where the sun will shine on the
hive.

As years come and go in the twirl
ing of this world about the sun, it
was but as yesterday When Adrian
Block’s rude log huts were the first
habitations of white men on Manhat
tan island, says the New York Mail.
A brahze' plate on the building at
45 Broadway is the token of that oc
cupation.
A city of nearly six million peo
ple, with real estate' values footing
up to nearly $10,000,000,000, has been
wrought in the three intervening. cen
turies;
Yet as we look back in the days
of this tercentenary we are stirred
not only ;, by. the records of growth,
but by the present opportunities and.
responsibilities incident to the twenti
eth century status of the city that
was born in he seventeenth.
• The winter refuge of the crew of
the Tiger; has become the world .cen
ter. Captain Block hewed timbers
from the virgin forest and built a new
ship, which he called the Restless.
The swath that he cut was the begin
ning of Broadway; The name that
he gave his schooner was character
ized the city.
The .restless energy of New York is
the greatest factor in the world prog
ress that:is focused here in this young
giant among the world’s metropolises;

Pelvic Catarrh

Hale s Honey
Of Horehound and Tar

It does not upset digestion or nerves.
Is pleasant to the taste. Contains no
opium nor anything injurious.
v All druggists.
Pike’» Toothache Drop»

This is the land of the free, but
don’t try to get too free with some Theodores Rheumatic Curn is the newest
people.
T. A. bAMVALNS, 48 York St,., Bath, -Maili*

PUTNAM FADELESSlDYES

Colbr more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers. They dye in cold water bettor rx*«
You can dye any garment without ripping apart. WRITE FOR FREE booklet, calendar, blotters, etc. MONROE DRUG COMPANY,8^«^^^, Ittl

It Was a Tre
of the roadway, he v
end with curiosity u
reserved that card
pose.
Undisturbed, it 1
fallen, face upward,
from the front door
house, until anotlie:
Mesquite.
Then, in the clear!
four more stranger;
--■town—two weary a
two footsore and b<
One of these last' i
suit of man’s clothini
for wear.
At sight of the M<
party betrayed sligh
more cheerful spirit
promise of food and
withal wherein to
quickened their stepi
But of a sudden o
-she who wore the
sex-paused, uttere
a-thrill with terror, i
arm of the man nea
down to the card tha
the dust at her feet.

It was a trey of h

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.
THE TREY O’ HEARTS

1 ed mountainside the motorcycle swept delay. The racing car was barely out!
like a hunted hare, and without the of sight when he . sprang from thej be accorded her, and quickly, and' Judith had somehow escaped being
least warning came upon Barcus and sheltering trees and, Judith at hisj that the sacrifice it should demand precipitated over the eaves of the
Full Flight.
In the chill,' violet-shadowed Busk
“Oh, what can it mean?” Rose whig« Judith, dismounted, Barcus bending heels, pelted headlong down the slope! ! would be complete. . . .
shale roof roused him and gave him
of that clear evening, a chap-fallen pered brokenly, clinging to her lover's: over his cycle and tinkering with its to the spot where the others had van-i
Now prayers are sometimes an- nerve enough to resume the climb.
ished.,
motor car crept sluggishly into, the arm. “Surely you don’t think . . « motor.
It was true, when he found courage
swered when the boon craved is good;
For one horripilating, Instant colli
To find them not only alive but; for the soul. : . .
tittle mountain town of Mesquite at Surely, it mu§t be accidental . .
to look and see for himself; she lay
sion
seemed
unavoidable.
Barcus
and
practically
unscathed
affected
that!
the heelfe of two mutinous mules, driv Surely it can’t mean—”
Slowly and painfully these four within three yards of the brink su
en by a chauffeur who steered with
“I’m afraid it does/’ Alan Law re Judith and the motorcycle occupied loyal soul almost to tears.
toiled along an obscure trail that fol pine, her face uplifted to the sun, un
But when congratulations had been! lowed the windings of the little river, stirring; she dared not stir; a single
one hand while the other flourished sponded gravely, eyeing the front of most of the width of the road; there
a crackling whip-lash over the backs the Mountain house. “Our luck holds, was little room between them and the mutually exchanged, there fell an| until a branch struck into the main
of its sole motive power.
consistently—thafs all. It wouldn’t declivity, less between them and the awkward pause. The eyes of the four! stream and so discovered to them yet
Its one passenger, a cripple as help-: be Us if we didn’t pick out the one, forest. To try to pass them on the sought one another’s ruefully, each! another trail leading into the west
less as the car itself, huddle«! in a; place where Marrophat and Jimmy letter side would be only to dash his- pair quick with the unuttered but in-i ward canyon.
corner of the rear seat, saluted^Mes chose to stop over night. Fortunate brains out against the trees; while to exorable inquiry: What next?
Then again slowly and painfully
In the outcome, it Was Mr. Barcus; they plodded on following blindly an
quite with a snarl. Though he was ini ly, it’s early; I doubt they’re up., make the attempt on the outside would
be
to
risk
leaving
the
road
altogether
who
advanced
the
suggestion
sore need of such rude comforts as With half a show we ought to be able
which! other trail blazed by Fates as blind as
was adopted—though this was its re-: they.
the town stood prepared to afford him,; to find some way of putting a good and dashing off into space . . .
And it was impossible to stop thei ception more through lack of a better'
his demeanor toward it was that of; distance between us and this town
Above them, on the road they had
cycle—so brief wa§ all his warning. than for any actual appeal intrinsic! I abandoned, the crimson racer doubled
one who suffers an indignity rather before they waken . . . Tom!”
In
desperation
Alan
chose
the
outsfde
than begs accommodation.
in
the
proposition.
But Mr. Barcus was already at his
back to the point where it had passed
And now, as the car crawled to a elbow, in thorough sympathy with of the road; and for the space of a
“When we broke down, I saw,” he! Judith and,Barcus; its occupants de
pause before the Mountain house—• Alan’s interpretation of the , signifi- single heartbeat thought that he might ventured, with a backward jerk of! scended, explored, and came present
Mesquite’s
one caravanserai—and cfwice to be attached to the card that possibly make it, but with the next his thumb to indicate the road, “a can-' ly upon the trail of the fugitives.
realized that he would not—seeing the yon branching off from this one about
Mesquite itself, to the last flea-bitten trembled in Rose’s hand.
Bloodhounds could not have set
hound, gathered round to view this
“Sharp’s* the word!” he agreed. front wheel swing off over the lip-of. a quarter of a mile over yonder. If it’s tled down upon a scent with more
the
slope.
wonder, Mr. Trine’s indignation and “And there’s a motor car over there,
all the same to you people, we might good will and eagerness than Mr. Mar
At this he acted sharply and upon stroll round that way and see what its rophat and his faithful aide.
chagrin distilled words^ of poisonous in front of the blacksmith’s. Prob
sheer instinct. As .the cycle left the natural attractions may be—if any.
, Import.
ably we can hire her—”
The sun was high and blazing above
Fap from resenting this; Mesquite,
“Trine’s car!” Alan ejaculated, road altogether he risked a broken But it’s sure a mighty poor sort of a the canyon when the pursuit came
knee
by
releasing
his
grasp
of
the
pipe in mouth, hands in pockets, ad swinging round and recognizing the
canyon that doesn’t lead anywhere— within rifle shot of the chase.
mired anc| applauded, and rather re automobile at a glance. “Then he’s handlebars and straightening out his and nothing could possibly be more
A spiteful shot roused the quar
leg and driving it down forcibly fatiguing to our mercurial and rest tet from a pause of lethargic dismay
sented thex change that befell jvhen here, as well!”
against
the
roadbed.
The
effect
of
this:
two other strangers (whose earlier ap
less
tempers
than
to
squat
down
here
“Looks like it,” Barcus admitted.
due to tardy appreciation of the fact
pearance in town had helped make “But so much the better. We’ll just was to lift him bodily from the sad-' and fold our hands in our laps and that they had penetrated witlessly al
that one day memorable beyond all naturally take the dam’ thing off his die: the machine shot from beneath) wait for something to turn up—and most to the end of a blind alley.
others in Mesquite’s history) charged hands, and I’ll bet a dollar there isn’t him like some strange, projectile! anyway we. can’t be worse off than we
A hasty council of war armed Alan
chit of the Mountain house and inter another car within a radius of fifty hurled from the bore of a great gun;, are—and—”
with Judith’s revolver and posted him
rupted the elder devil, with cries of miles! We’ll be well out of these and Rose crashed against him in the
“Sufficient!” Mr. Law Interrupted
behind a bowlder commanding the ap
greeting and jubilation.
with a bleak smile.
giddy mountains long before he finds same fraction of a second.
proaches
to the chasm. /The weapon,
The leader of these answered to the anything to ch*ase us with.”
Headlong they plunged as one down
Crooking a deferential arm, Barcus
a powerful, .45, had a range sufficient
name of Marrophat; his companion
But his confidence was demon the hillside, struck its shelving sur offered it to Judith.
to numb the impetuosity of the as
was a person named Jimmy.
Mes strated to be premature by the dis face a good twenty feet from the brink
“Everything is lovely in the formal
His Screams Brought Attendance.
sassins and keep them under cover
quite
acquired
this
information covery, which rewarded the first cur
and .out of sight of the desperate es movement was calculated to. set the
through paying close attention to the sory examination, that the car was
says the fugitives were making to shale bed again in motion.
substance of their communications very thoroughly out of commission.
compass an escape.
with the cripple. More than this, how-r
Painfully he realized that if, as Bar
Two minutes later, however, their
For in the shed behind an abandoned cus asserted, she had deliberately^ cut
ever, it learned little.
Something earnest inquiries elicited the fact
log cabin—souvenir, no doubt, of some the rope herself, Judith had offered
seemed to have been accomplished by that, although Barcus was justified in
forgotten prospector—Barcus had Un up her life to spare his own.
the two, something that was highly his surmise that the neighboring
earthed a length of stout hempen rope.
gratifying to Seneca Trine: for he was* country was poverty-stricken in re
With the aid of a rusty shovel he
chuckling almost mirthfully when- spect of motor cars, Mesquite itself
CHAPTER L.
had hacked this into two equal lengths.
lifted from the car and carried into boasted two motorcycles whose own
One of these lengths he proceeded to
the hotel.
Retribution.
ers were not indifferent to a chance
make fast around his own waist, then
What passed between the trio after to sell them second-hand at a con
And yet the very consciousness of
around
Rose
’
s.
The
other
he
left
to
they disappeared behind that bed siderable advance on the retail list
the girl’s danger was all the stimu
be similarly employed by Alan and lant that Alan needed to recall him to
chamber door Mesquite could^ by no price of the machines, when new.
Judith. For it was agreed that they himself.
means guess. But that a celebration
' And thus it was that, within ten
must climb, and while the cliff offered
of some sort was in progress was evi minutes from Rose’s discovery of that
Once arrived with Barcus at the top
no problem to daunt a mountain climb
denced by the frequency with which chance-flung warning in the dust, the
of
the cliff, he lost no time in setting
er of any pretensions, it was consid
Marrophat and Jimmy called on the party was again in rapid motion.
ered best that the fugitives should be about preparations to effect her res
bar for more liquid refreshment.
His beauty sleep disturbed by the
hitched up in pairs against any pos cue.
And toward midnight, one belated departure of the machine bearing
In this business Fortune smiled upon
sibility of a slip. The pairing had
Mosquito paused in tie street outside Barcus and Judith, Seneca Trine
been determined»- by the fact thai him, as it were, by predisposition.
the Mountain house for one last curi roused on an elbow and looked out of
A broad roadway ran along the top
Barcus boasted some slight experience
ous stare at the lighted windows of the window just In time to see the
in mountaineering, while Rose was of the precipice, turning off at a
Mr. Trine’s quarters.
second motorcycle gathering momen
plainly the most exhausted of the two little distance to the right, to descend
He saw, clearly silhouetted against tum, Alan steering, Rose in the seat
women, the least, able to help herself the mountainside. And just beyond
the glowing oblong of the window, the behind.
this turning Providence had chosen
in an emergency.
Mephistophelean profile of Seneca
Sixty seconds later a flaunting ban
Trine, distorted with a grimace of the ner of dust was all that remained to
He had worked his cautious way, to locate the camp of a hydraulic min
cruelest joy that ever heart of man remind Mesquite that romance had
with the girl in tow, to a point mid ing outfit.
Alan’s appearance at the top, in.
conceived. He saw. Marrophat ap- passed that way—that, and a series
way up the face of the cliff, following
proach his master with a drunken of passionate screams emanating
a long diagonal that provided the eas fact, was coincident with the arrival
iest climbing, when Alan stole back at that point of half a dozen excited
swagger and a speech which; though from the bedchamber of Seneca
to Judith and reported that, on the miners; and he had no more than
indistinguishable to the unseen au Trine, where the cripple lay posses
evidence of observation and belief, he voiced his demands than three of their
ditor, unquestionably afforded both of sed by seven devils of Insensate rage.
turned back—perhaps for want of am xTaurp to"procure rope and more hands.
the other men ample excuse for ec
UIr BrrMHinn jji'cugiit attendance;
Within five minutes Alan, °gainst
static glee.
Toward its conclusion- ~But it was a matter of many precious
munition, perhaps to execute some
Mr. Marrophat apparently capped the minutes before his demands could be
less hazardous attempt upon the lives the protests of Rose and Barcus, was
being lowered over the edge and down
peak of jubilation by fumbling in his met and Marrophat and Jimmy roused
of the fugitives.
coat pocket and bringing forth some from their crapulous slumbers in ad-.
Without delay, then, he made the to the shale roof on which he land
thing which strongly resembled a sin joining chambers; and half an hour
free end of the rope fast around his ed at a spot far to one side of Judith,
gle playing card.
elapsed . before the chauffeur, roused
own waist, and, following the way Bar* to escape all danger of sending a sec
ond landslide down upon her.
Now when he had contrived to from his own well-earned rest, suc
cus had chosen, began the ascent.
Trine Was Lifted From the Car and Carried Into the Hotel.
Picking his way carefully down to
master his mirth, the cripple made a ceeded in convincing the pair that
Two-thirds of the climb had been
gesture which eloquently abolished pursuit with the motor- car was out
accomplished, and Rose and Barcus the very brink, Alan edged along this,
this card, a gesture which said quite of the question.
had arrived in safety at the top, be more than once saved a fall to death
plainly: “All that is finished. The
But Hie devil takes care of his own: of the road, and flying apart tumbled, garden,” he insisted—“so sweetly ro fore the temptation to look down only by the rope, until he stood im
thing has served its purpose! To within another half hour what seemed their separate ways down the re mantic. Are you game for an idle proved irresistible. 5
mediately below Judith.
hell with it!”
Then pausing, he instructed her
to be sheer, bull-headed, dumb luck mainder of the drop and into the saunter, just to while the idle hours
Immediately beneath his heels the
Whereupon, with a smart jerk of his brought a casual automobile to Mes friendly shelter of the underbrush.
carefully, tossed the end of the rope
away?’
, .
face
of
the
cliff
was
deeply
hollowed
wrist, Mr. Marrophat sent the card quite—a
Something nearly miraculous saved
two-seated,
high-power
into her hands, and when she had
The woman found spirit enough for
spinning and sailing out through the . racing machine of the latest and them whole. Beyond a few scratches a wan smile as she tucked her hand out, leaving a drop of-50 feet to a wound it twice round her arm, crept
shelving ledge of shale as steep as a
open window to lose itself in the night. speediest pattern, driven by two irre and bruises and a severe shaking up, gratefully beneath his arpa.
roof, whose eaves—perhaps another up to her side and helped her make it
The watcher didn’t see it fall, and sponsible wayfarers who proved only they escaped unharmed. And they
“You’re the cheerfulest soul I ever fifty feet below—jutted out over an fast about her body.
though he spent an unconscionable too susceptible to Marrophat’s offer of were picking themselves up and re met,” she said demurely. “What I’m
His signal to the miners that all
time searching for it in the deep dust double the cost of the car—f. o. ib.; gaining their breath and re-collecting going to do without you when—if ever other fall of a hundred feet.
,was well educed prompt response.
Alan
shuddered
and
swallowed
hard
Detroit—for its immediate surrender. their scattered wits when, with im —we get out of this awful business,
There was a giddy interval in which
before resuming the ascent.
The two piled out promptly enough; petus no less terriffic than their own goodness only knows.”
the two swung perilously between
Another 20 feet brought him to
"Let’s talk of something else,” he
Marrophat and Jimmy jumped in; had been, the pursuing motor car
heaven and earth. Then they stood
a ledge quite six feet wide, offering a
Trine from his bedroom window sped swung round the bend and hurled it suggested hastily.
once more in safety.
broad
and
easy
path
to
the
summit.
"Unless, of course,” she pursued
them on their murderous mission with self directly at the two who remained
Supported by sympathetic hands,
He
gained
this
with
a
prayer
of
heart

upon the road above.
with unbroken gravity, “I marry
a blast of blasphemy.
the
quartet staggered into camp,
felt relief and was on the point of
It must have been an hour later
you. . . .”
their story, as condensed by Barcus
CHAPTER XL1X.
when Alan, checking his motorcycle
"Heaven,” the young man prayed rising to his feet when a cry of horror and breathlessly -confirmed by Alan,
from Barcus and a scream of terror
as it . surmounted the summit of a
fervently, “forfend!”
from Rose, watching over the upper already winning them enthusiastic
Sacrifice.
long upgrade, looked back and dis
“That is hardly gallant—"
champions.
But Tom Barcus hadn’t failed to
covered, several miles distant on the
“I mean—heaven forfend that you edge, warned him barely in time to
And this was very well for them.
enable him to snatch at and grasp a
far-flung windings of the mountain profit by the warning implicit in Alan’s should throw yourself away!”
For they had no more than seated
knob
of
rock
before
Judith
’
s
weight
accident.
road, a small crimson shape that ran
“Humph!” she mused. “Perhaps
tautened the rope between them and themselves and begun to appreciate
Alan, he told himself shrewdly, you’re right.”
like a mad thing tirelessly pursued
what perils they had escaped, when
by a cloud of tawny dust like a gold would never have run his cycle at so
Their banter was not without a jerked Alan’s legs from under him.
His feet and legs kicked the em^ty the rumble of a motor car sounded be
foolhardy a pace without good rea subtle object, namely, to reassure the
en ghost.
yond the shoulder of the hill.
A motor car, beyond all question, son; and under the circumstances good girl who followed, supported by her air beyond the lip of the ledge, he
Startled by this alarm once more
lay
face
downward,
clutching
desper

and one of uncommon road-devouring reason was synonymous solely with lover’s arm.
quality; it might or might not con pursuit.
In the course of the last' 24 hours ately the knob of rock, praying that it into full command of his flagging fac
He was* therefore on the alert, quick Rose’s jealousy of her sister’s n'ew- might not come away in his grasp,, ulties, Alan rose and stumbled out
tain Marrophat and Jimmy, once more
In pursuit. Whether or not, bitter to see the racing automobile when it found friendliness with Alan had that his grasp might hold, that Barcus into the roadway, taking cognizance
experience bad long since educated came hurtling round the bend, and in become acutely evident. The least might arrive in time to save them of such facilities for defense as the
Alan in the gentle art of taking no the very nick of time grasped Judith's courtesy which circumstances now both.'' The rope was cutting into his camp afforded and issuing instructions
arm and swung her bodily with him and again demanded that he show waist like, a dull knife. The drag of with a voice vibrant with fear, not
chances.
Though it was his life that they back out of harm’s way, amid the Judith or seem a boor, was enough Judith’s body was frightful. He could for his own safety, but for the safety
sought so pertinaciously, po later than trees that bordered the Inside of the to cloud the countenance of Alan’s feel her swinging like a pendulum at of those whom he loved.
It Was a Trey of Hearts.
Not far from the point where the
the end of its 30 feet, and could
yesterday (and then by no means for road.
betrothed.
of the roadway, he went his way in the the first time), they had proved that
Of necessity his motorcycle suffered.
Nor, indeed, was Rose altogether imagine but too vividly what would road swung from the cliff to thread
end with curiosity unsated: Fate had if Rose were with Alan they would Abandoned in the middle of the. road, destitute of plausible excuse for this happen if the rope should prove the camp the hydraulic nozzle was in
reserved that card for a higher pur include her ruthlessly in whatsoever it was struck by the buffers of the feeling. It was undeniable that be faulty. ...
action, its terrific force of water melt
pose.
scheme they might contemplate for motor car and flung aside as if it had tween Alan and Judith a bond of sym
The fall of, 20 feet to the shale ing the mountainside away ton by ton.
Undisturbed, it lay where it had his personal extermination.
Toward this Barcus ran at top speed,
been nothing more ponderable than a pathy had grown out of the trials and roof was nothing. What would fol
fallen, face upward, not a dozen feet
Nor would Tom Barcus be exempt, truss of straw-r-landing half-way down hardships they had of late suffered low would, however, spell death. The gaining the man in charge of the noz
from the front door of the Mountain if they were caught in company— the1 embankment, a hopeless tangle of in common. It was undeniable—but impact of her body would set the zle just as the car swung round the
house, until another day dawned on though Judith might be, in view of shattered tubing and twisted wire.
even in his most private thoughts shale in motion, like an avalanche— bend.
Mesquite.
Marrophat’s infatuation for the girl.
At first blush the circumstance Alan denied it fiercely. Judith, on and beyond the. eaves was only empti
Pausing only long enough to make
Then, in the clear light of that dawn,
These two were far ahead, out of seemed surprising, that the car did the other hand, not only acknowledged ness and the bowlder-strewn bed of certain that there could be no mis
four more strangers straggled into sight, indeed; and must somehow be not stop; But then Barcus reminded it freely
. to
.. herself,
______ but secretly de- the chasm, a hundred feet below!
take—and having this certainty made
town—two weary and haggard men, overtaken and warned—no easy mat himself that .Marrophat and Jimmy ' rived' a strangely sweet and poignant
The sweat poured from his face like doubly sure by Jimmy’s action in ris
two footsore and bedraggled women. ter, since the machine which bore could not possibly have witnessed the ; pleasure from the knowledge that she rain. His eyes started in their sock ing from his seat and firing over the
One of these last' was dressed in a them was, if anything, faster than accident involving Alan and Rose, who, 1 loved -so-----madly and hopelessly.
ets, the blood drummed in his ears windshield pointblank at Alan as this
suit of man’s clothing, much the worse Alan’s, just as the racing automobile' together with the wreck of their ma
That her love was hopeless she with a roar resembling distant thun last stood waiting in the roadyvay—•
for wear.
was faster than either.
chine, remained well-cloaked by the knew but too well. Even though Alan der. His fingers grew numb, his throat Barcus and the miner swung the noz
At sight of the Mountain house the
Alan kept his gaze steadfast to the underbrush at the bottom of the cam might not be altogether indifferent to dry. . . .
zle round until it bore directly on the
party betrayed slight symptoms of a road before them, daring not once to yon. In all probability, then, the as her, after all that had passed between
He felt that he could not hold on car.
more cheerful spirit: rejoicing in its look up and round or back.
sassins had assumed that Alan had them, his loyalty to Rose was un another instant when, abruptly, that
The power of its stream was such
promise of food and drinks and beds
So sinuous and meandering was its hurried on; and since their own first shakable. And not for worlds would torture was nd" more, /rhe rope had that the car was checked instantly in
withal wherein to sleep, the four course, indeed, that Alan seldom could ■ business was concerned exclusively Rose’s rival have had it otherwise. been relieved of its burden. He heard
its tracks; and before the water could
quickened their steps.
see a hundred yards of it ahead, but with them, they had done likewise, She could not have loved him as she a scream from below echoed by one have been shut off or the stream di
But of a sudden one of the women must pelt on in panic flight, hoping reasoning that they could return and did had he not been so unmovably from above, then the thump of Judith’s
verted, the machine was driven back
—she who wore the garments of her for the best—that Judith and Barcus deal with his unfortunate friend at true. As it was, since she could not body falling on the ’ shale, then the
to the very lip of the cliff and over
sex—paused, uttered a low cry, would soon show up in front, that their convenience after overhauling hope her love might be returned, she slithering rumble of the landslide
it completely, taking with it those
a-thrill with terror, and clutching the something might happen to hinder the their quarry, whose life they most was content to love and to promise gathering momentum. . . .
twain upon..whose efforts all the hopes
arm of the man nearest her, pointed pursuit—never knowing whether the coveted.
herself that, if opportunity ever of
Barcus, at length arrived, assisted of Seneca Trine of late had been cen
down to the card that stared up from latter lost or . gained.
As for Rose and Alan—heaven alone fered, she would not prove unready to him to a, place of security. Spent tered.
the dust at her feet.
And thus catastrophe befell . .
knew what had happened to them. So sacrifice herself for her love.
and faint and sick with horror, he lay
A death that was merciful, in that
It was a trey of hearts.
Round the swelling bosom of a wood- Barcus set himself to find out what-:
And at times she caught herself prone and shuddering.
it was instantaneous, awaited them at
ever Providence knew without more/1 praying that such opportunity would.
Only the assurance of Barcus that the toot of the cliff.

Continued from last week
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, MB.
Miss Elsie Holbrook and Mils Marie
Ii*a Carter of Portland is home for a
Goldthwaite are confined to the house few days.
with the mumps.
A crew of 20 men arrived in town
There is a great deal of Sick riesi in
Mrs. Herbert W. Huff of Saco Road

Alewive

this vicinity.

I

1

Isaac Kimball has returned home
from Worcester, Mass., where he has
been visiting his son, Edward, formerly
of Kennebunk.

- Mrs.. Sylvester Carle, who went to
St. Bartholomew’s hospital, underwent
a successful operation, and is getting
along as well as can be expected.
Florence Day, who has been spending
the vacation with her mother, returned
to her school duties, Monday.
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spent a part of last week with Mrs. J\
Frank Seavey,
Mr. Henry F. Huff is confined to the
house by illness.
George Sinnett has the mumps.
Mrs. Annie Flemming of East Bos
ton, Mass,, with her infant son, is vis-,
iting her sister, Mrs. Lindsay Hardy.
J. Frank Seavey has been confined to
the house by illness the past few days.
Mrs, John Wallace of Portland is vis
iting her sister, Mrs. W. C. Lapierre.
The Junior O. U. A. M.gave a lobster
stew in Pinkham’s hall Tuesday even
ing. The order was adjudged by Ex
State Councilor Bowley of Springvale
who was present, the best in the State.
The Semper Paratus Club met Thurs
day .evening April 1st, with Miss Helen
F. Ward.

Local Easter Observances

Monday morning and have started work
“Easter Morning”
Dorothy Welch
in exterminating thé gypsy moth in this
‘ ‘Easter Eve’ ’
Helen Johnson
vicinity.
“Since Jgsus Died” Bernice Shackford
James White is building a three-room ;Song “Day of Song and Gladness”
addition on the J. J. Sullivan residence/ Exercise
Primary Class
“
Working
for
Easter
”
Arnie
Authier
Leonard Perkins will erect a cottage
Grace Louis
“Easter Heart”
near the Peabody cottage.
Cordelia Titcomb
“Easter Bonnet”
J. E. Brewster'who has been confined Collection
to his home by illness for several/lays Song “The Lesson of Easter Day’\
was able to be out Monday.
Intermediate Classes
Mrs. Rexford Littlefield is visiting her Benediction
parents in So. Berwick.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kendall WhiteBAPTIST
head and Master Charles of Cambridge,
Rev.
B.
H.
Tilton
assumed the duties
spent the week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Lucy Hanson is quite ill at her
George N. Gleason
Master Charles of his new pastorate Sunday morning
home at Day’s Mills.
Whitehead will remain for a few weeks. preaching an impressive Easter sermon
from words found in Matthew xxviii, 6,
Mrs. Hubbard Day and children, who
Charles Goodwin had a narrow escape “He is Not Here”. The choir, assisted
have been visiting friends in Kennebunk
from drowning last Wednesday. Mr. by Maurice Costellow aS soloist; ren
during the past week, have returned
Goodwin was engaged in fixing his boat, dered an appropriate anthem: “Open
home.
at the Cove, when he lost his balance Wide the Gate”
The local schools have commenced for
and fell backwards into the water which
The decorations of palms and Easter
the spring term’
was about-16 feet deep. Being clad in lillies were more elaborate then usual
Mrs. Lillian Drown and friend of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Fairfield en oilskins he was unable to get out and and. showed painstaking efforts on the
Portland are visiting heir uncle, Octavus
tertained
a party of friends at their but for the timely assistance of Bert part of those who had this matter in
Day.
'home Friday evening in honor of Miss Perkins who happened to be nearby the charge.
Owing to the severe storm many who Stella Flagg and Miss Emma McLaugh fall might had resulted seriously.
The usual concert was given in the
anticipated attending the Easter serWork has been commenced on The . evening the ■ following program being
lin of Topsham.
vices were, disappointed,
Ogunquit Breeze arid the editor prom carried out:—
The masquerade at the Grange Hall
ises a brighter and breezier paper this Chorus
“Alleluia”
Chorus Choir
last'Thursday evening was a howling
season than ever before.
Recitation “Welcome”
success. The costumes were fine and
Carleton Hayes
The next lecture of the sex talk series Exercise
“Easter Greeting”
The funeral service of'Mr. Frank Ba
everyone had a,, most enjoyable time.
Miss Mary Wilson’s Class
This closed the dances for this season; ker Was held in the Baptist Chapel at will be«given in the Firemen’s hall social Recitation
room
next
Monday
evening
at
7:30
Well
Depot,
Friday,
April
2nd
at
1:30
which has -certainly been a pleasant one.
(a) “What the Little Bird Said”
Dr. Gordon gives the second
p. m. After a private service at the o’clock
(b) “The Little Spring Flower”
Donald Bragdon, Francis Darville
home of the deceased the relatives were part of his talk« on Venereal diseases,
escorted to the Church by Ocean Lodge their causes and effects and a large at Chorus “Day of Rest and Gladness”
Chorus Choir
of Masons where a very impressive ser tendance is assured. The interest in Recitation “Easter is Here”
this
practical
series
his
been
keen
from
Annie Labarge
C. O. Perkins and family have re vice was conducted by the Rev. Jonathan the start and much credit is due the
Recitatiori “A Song of Cheer”
turned home, after a few months spent Osborne of the Bates street church a local physicians; Drs. Smith and Gordon,
Donald Hayes,
former pastor and a close friend of Mr.
in New Jersey.
Exercise “A Lesson From the Flowers”
Baker, from words found In Revelation, for their painstaking study and able
Mrs. Hatch’s Class
Mrs, John Somers, Mr. and Mrs. Er
2 last clause of the 16 th verse. A large presentation, of the subjects assigned Song “Joyful Bells are Ringing”
nest Barney attended the masquerado
them.
The
last
lecture
of
the
series
wil
Primary Department
number of friends and Masonic associate
ball hald in the Grange hall at Alewive
”
were present and attested the loving be given Monday evening, April 26, on Recitation “A Child’s Gift
Driwson Savage
Thursday evening, April 1.
esteem of his many friends and acquain- Engagement and Marriage and followed Exercise
Mrs. Lord’s Class
The W. P. M. Club was entertained at ances. At the close of the pastor’s one week later by a men’s and boy’s Chorus “Crown Him With Many
the home of Mrs. Laura White, March service the regular Masonic burial ser banquet furnished by the mothers of
Crowns”
Chorus Choir
Recitation
31.
vice was performed by the officers and the community. There will be several
“Little Ones Belong to Jesus”.
C. E. Currier is on the sick list. Dr. members of Ocean Lodge. Mrs. John local speakers arid one from Portland,
Harry Knight and John Labarge
Prescott attends him.
Hatch and E. W. Hanscom rendered a leading business man, who will be the Recitation “A Child’s Easter Thought”
Helen and Dorothy Savage
Paul Atairo and family have moved “No Night Here” “And He Knows.” guest of the evening.
Recitation “Easter”
Wesley Allison
into R. K. Wentworth’s cottage on the The floral display was very beautiful
Mrs. Lincoln Maxwell died at her Exercise “Discontent and Content”
and many tokens from out of town re home in this village Saturday after a
Beach road.
Miss E. P. Wilson’s Class
Chorus “Christ Arose” Chorus Choir
Mr; W. F. Russell of Somersworth, latives and friends noticed among them brief illness, grippe being the cause, of /Recitation
“The Best of Gifts”
being a beautiful wreath from the class her death. . She had been an invalid for
was a Beach visitor Saturday.
Arlene Perkins
of ’79 Bates. Interment was in Mount a number of years and was a patient sùf; Recitation “Easter Lillies”
Mrs. Charles Drown who has been
Hope cemetery, Kennebunk.
Charles Cousens
fer. Mrs. Maxwell was a native of
quite sick is much improved.
.Ladies interested in art embroderi.es Wells and was a daughter of the late Recitation “At Easter-Tide
Norman Perkins
Mrs. E. F. Dwight and son Theodore,
caa find a full assortment, just received, Capt. Charles Littlefield. Her husband Song “Jonquills” Primary Department
of New York visited their summer home
at Potter’s Bargain store, Kennebunk. and one son Charles L. are left to mourn Recitation “All Hail ’tis Easter”
Riverhurst, last week.
Arthur Lank
their loss. Funeral services were held
Exercise “Christian Symbols”
Mrs. Johnson Moulton who has' been
at her late home Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Kimball’s Class
sick with the grip is able to be out
Oaiinnmfr
Chorus Choir
Mrs. William Watson and daughter,
Recitation (B^ Request)
F. T. Ramsdell has bought a lot in the
Men and Boys
Dorothy, and Mrs. Edward Watson and Maxwell field, of S. J. Perkins, where
“Whispering Bill”
Arthur Hayes
Easter Offering
daughter Alice, were Springvale visitors he will erect a bungalow at once. Per
Chorus
last week.
The storm ^Saturday, night neceskins & Littlefiield will do the work.
“The Whole Wide World for Jesus’’
sitated
a
postponement
of
the
cadet
Warren Wentworth is visiting his
Chorus Choir
E. S. Weare of New York City, ar
*
Pastor
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Wentworth. rived in town Monday to attend the company meeting until tomorrow Benediction
Ladies interested in art embroideries Corporation meeting. Mr.-Weare made (Thursday) evening from 7 to 8:15
o’clock in the Ross block room. Rev.
can find a full assortment, just received, the trip by auto.^
UNITARIAN
at Potter’s Bargain Store, Kennebunk. ( Rev. D. R. Kennedy is in town for a Charles McVey will instruct the cadets
in drill maneuvers and all men between
The services which were celebrated
Twenty-nine friends met at the home few days.
the ages ‘of 18 and 35 yrs. who are at the Unitarian Church were of rhe
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Webber,
at this high order which for years has
George N. Gleason purchased a Ford interested should be present
March 31. for a farewell party/ as Mr. touring car last Friday.
meeting.
characterized the advent of Easter.
and Mrs. Webber will shortly go to New
The pulpit was richly adorned with
Henry
lx
Maxwell
has
commenced
The
Easter
service
at
the
Landing
York.- The couple were taken by sur
Easter lillies and other flowering plants.
prise, but with their usual hospitality work on his bungalow. W. H. Perkins Sunday night was a great success,
The stormy weather greatly demihis
doing
the
work.
Nearly
100
people
crowded
into
the
all were soon made welcome. After a
E. M. Botven of Baltimore, Md. has chapel to enjoy the fine program of-28 ished the congregation, but a rejoic
pleasant evening ice cream and cake
leased
the Mclnnes cottage in the members and to show their interest in ing spirit prevailed and all seemed to
was served. Then followed a poem
enter heartily into the services. The
. which was composed and read by Miss -Frazier pasture for the coming sea- the revival of religious work in that
Rev. Mr. Wilson preached- a sermon on
live
community.
The
room
was
very
son.
Cora M. York:—
“Completeness of Living Realized in its
Dear friends yoii are going to leave us,
W. G Harrington of Manchester, N. artistically decorated and a fine large Immortalities ” The immortalities, of
picture
entitled
“
Easter
Morn,
”
,
the
And the parting give's us pain,
H., has leased the White cottage of N-.
But we hope that in life’s short journey P. M. Jacobs for the season.
gift of Mr. and Mrs. C. F, Hosmer, a man, he said in part,, were the high
Our paths may meet again.
added to the already pleasing effect. qualities of the soul. These were in
The farewells must be spoken,
Mr. McGraft has again leased the
Great credit is due the capable- and all ages triumphant and manifested the
But our checks with tears are wet,
Davol cottage for the summer.
Violences, injustice, de
willing workers of the Landing for the real man.
For there’s many and many a happy
Never before in the history of Ogun occasion Sunday night which proved so generation might mark certain periods
hour
We never can forget.
quit has the demand ’for summer cot pleasant as well as profitable. Next of historv, but in the long run and
And though from .us you’re parted,
goodness, truth,
tages been so great as has been this year. Sunday- the hour of the Bible study everywhere love,
We in memory still hold dear,
righteousness
came
uppermost.
In
All
the
cottages
in
the
Frazier
pasture
'groups will be changed to 6:30 o’clock
The days for us you’ve brightened
are rented for the season and most of followed by a service at 7:30 o’clock. these man feame to his real self and his
With words of help and cheer.
full power. They are the things which
.the cottages within the limits of this
Arid when you’re tired and lonely
The Lower Village men’s club is endure. They are eternal.
And care no more to roam,
Living
popular summer resort are also leased;
Remember your friends at Kennebunk
certainly a hustling organization, Mon theta he lives the life of the Son of
N.
P.
M.
Jacobs
has
moved
his
garage
-Beach
day night three more new members God; a life which is eternal now and
from Main street to Obed’s Lane.
Are waiting to welcome you home.
were received making the"total now 41. which when he enters into it is his
For no matter where you wander
Norton Inn at York Harbor opened A fine new piano greeted the meh as
spiritual resurrection.
On land or rolling sea. ’
Monday for the season.
they swarmed in the hall and a large
Long years of health and happiness
The music after' a beautiful organ
Mrs. W. H. Perkins returned home group immediately “gathered around” prelude was as follows:
Is our sincere wish for thee.
But when you are discouraged
Monday from King’s hospital at Port for a good old sing. ' It had been rented Anthem “Hallelujah! Christ is Risen.”
And feeling rather blue
land where she has been a patient for for the minstrel show rehearsals but so Solo
Mrs. Seidel
Listen and I will tell you dear friends
strong was the sentiment in favor 6f Anthem
Just what to do; go at once and pack some time.
“Christ the Lord is Risen To-day”
your trunk
M. J. Shorey is having the interior of purchasing it for club activities that the Response, Chant,
The Lord’s Prayer
And take the train for Kennebunk,
music
committee
was
instructed
to
look
his store painted.
Postlude
Where the rain may fall and the cold
George York and family moved last into the matter.* A five piece orchestra
The Sunday School was to have a
winds blow
from the club membership furnished a special Easter service, but on account
And we wade knee deep in drifted snow Friday from Portland to Pine Hill.
But our hearts are warm and our friend
live program of popular selections after of the small attendance it was post
George Weare of Harvard College is
ships true,
the business session which was received poned till next Sunday. There will be
enjoying
a
two
week
’
s
vacation
with
his
And there’s.always a welcome awaiting
with
much enthusiasm
carols and recitations.
you.
"parents.
The
mandolin club of the Entertain
Mail your doctors prescriptions to
Russell Perkins returned last week
Fiske’s Drug store, Kennebunk, where from Portland having completed his ment Lyceum rehearsed last night and
CONGREGATIONAL
tomorrow (Thursday) evening the glee
they will be correctly filled and re studies at Gray’s Business College.
club
will
meet
to
complete
plans
for
the
Charles Rush, principal of the high
turned promptly.
Mr. Davol of New York City has re
entertainment with which to raise play school at Kennebunkport occupied the
turned for the' summer.
ground apparatus funds.
pulpit Sunday morning,.the pastor,Rev.
Harold Ramsdell has secured a pos
C. H. McVey being confined to the
ition on the state road in York, com
house with the grip.
Mr. Rush
FOR SALE—Choice Lowell
mencing work last Monday.
preached an excellent and timely ser
O, R. Bracy who has been confined to Improved Green <■ Mountain pota mon from the text “I came that ye
On account of the unpleasant weather
the Easter exercises were postponed his home with pneumonia and blood toes, from stock purchased of the might have life and have it more
poisoning for several days is able to originator last season.
until next Sunday.
Unexcel abundantly.”
Mrs. Thomas Bell aud Mrs. Frank be about the house.
led for quality and yield.
Write Miss Catherine Stone, of Boston, an
Ray Hanscomb who has been confined
Clough of Kennebunkport called upon
E. R. Clark, Wells, Me., or tele accomplished violinist rendered two ex
friends a t the Cape one day last week. to-his home by illness was able'to be out
cellent selections “The Berceuse” and
phone Kennebunk 66^1-5,
“Spring Song” and the choir sang a
Mr. J ustin M. Leavitt has been con again Monday.
special anthem “Awake, Awake” with
fined to the house by lameness the past
Ladies interested in art embroideries
Arthur Cole, basso, in the solo parts,
week, occasioned by stepping upon a can find a full assortment, just in,
Miss Miriam Burke also sang a solo.
at Potter’s Bargain store, Kennbunk.
nail which went into his foot.

Mrs. Herman Walker and sons are
visiting in Westbrook.-

Town House

To Be Succès*
Must Adve

Continued from First Page

Rubber Sole Shoes
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AN UP-TO DA

This promises to be the popular shoe for 1915,
and all depends on the sole.

The ideal to be attained is the-minimum weight
sole that will give the maximum amount of
wear.

HATS TRIMME
YOU W1

I

After exhaustive experiments with many dif
ferent soles, we have decided on a sole which
we find fulfills both of these conditions.

New an
elusive
incry al
Prices

We carry in stock the most popular last and
believe we have the best line of these goods
• in the market. •
COME IN—It costs nothing to see them,
'Elite” the make

Nuf Sed:

CHILDR
HATS

A SPEC

H. C. WAKEFIELD, Agent

Wells Depot

Kennebunk Beach

Cape Porpoise

JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

MainS

Boot and Shoes Repairing by the aid of modern machinery
Custom Work.' Ladies7 Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.

MAIN STREET

-

BIDDEFORD

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Mrs. J. R. h

Bargains in Watches and Clocks
IL

«I VzlO-PP S

T9E

JEWELER
KENNEBUNKPORT, ME. s

f after a brief illness
>monia. Her age
Pmonthsand25days.
I Mrs, Mitchell wa
■ coining to Brooklyn
young girl where a1
i she was united in
I Mitchell. They so<
I Brooklyn to Kenne

Grape Fruit
Another direct shipment from
ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

George E. Cousens
TRY OUR

DARVILL’S BAKERY
listed

Come in and talk it over

L. J. Carleton
The docorations were beautiful and
varied, the church presenting a more
than ordinary tasteful appearance.
Vespers were held at 5 p. m. and the
program included exercises by the Sun
day school classes and the reading of ah
Easter service, “The Dawn Immortal”
by Mrs. Lendall W. Nash. The story
of the Saviour’s life was depicted from
the manger to the cross and appropri
ate musical selections were interspersed
with the reading.
ST. MONICA’S

Father Kenely preached an Easter
sermon at 11 o’clock. The church'auditorium was elaborately decorated and
music was furnished by a choir of six
voices from St. Joseph’s Catholic church
in Biddeford. Tne attendance was unu
sually small.

Will Move to Capital
Attorney General William R. Pat
tangall has decided to
locate in
Augusta and expects to remove his
family, and offices to. the capital city
from Waterville about June 1st. Mr.
Pattangall has considered this removal
for several years:

I
I
I
I
I
I,
I
I

Among the flon
beautiful white cr
and at the foot East
Ononeof the arms
wide white ribbon
purple letters “Sail
frhmthe church o
devout member.

Among the floral
I from Mr. and Mr
I Miss Farley, Mrs.
I and Mrs, Dallas Lui
I Jesse Day, Mr. and
I* fellow and Mrs. A
I Mary Hicks and far
During the exerci
I a mark of the est

FARMS

REAL ESTATE

tact.

I Funeral service
I Monday in St. M
I pastor Father Ken

I Gregorian chant an
I the mass Nearer M;

Doughnuts

__________

■"here with the excep
I vals since that time.
I She was tireless ir
I half of her family a
I most valued worke
■»parish her lovable <
I ferity and unselfish
■ every line tending t
I betterment of the c
I ter to all with whor

■ tribute to her ster
I mass of requiem
I Florence Crowley £
I William Sullivan, t
I P, Wayland, sopra
I ofthe Biddeford cl

Raised Jelly

mn
it is the
time to buy
I I TW
I have some good ones
11 V H is'the time to sell

I The entire commur
Friday to learn of
| home on Fletcher sti
I J.’McGrath wife of 1

KENNEBUNK, MAINE
Cemetery Officials Meet
The annual meeting of Hope cemetery
Corporation was held at the office of Dr.
F. M. Ross April 5th. The following
officers were elected:—
President—Herbert Bourne.
Auditor—R. W. Lord.
Clerk and Treasurer—O. W. Clark.
Supt.—Joseph Dane.
Directors—Dr. F. M. Ross, Joseph
Dane, Frank Parson.

I
I
I
I

Mitchell was held i
parochial school, E
pended the children
the repose of the sc

I . There survive to
I a brother, John A
J Miss Kate McGrath
I the husband, Rob
I Kennebunk and f
I Elizabeth 0. Bak
Thompson of As!
| Mabel, John E. and

[

of Kennebunk.
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FOR SALE

For Sab

6-Room House

$900
Large -piece of land.
car line in Kennebunk.

On

For particulars apply to

J. W. Bowdoin

20 valuable I
1 Shore Lota
$200 Cash b
“Do i

